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EDITORIAL

EcoGeneration 
Editor Lucy 
Rochlin. 

FROM THE EDITOR

THE ECOGENERATION EDITORIAL BOARD

Conditions for renewables in Australia 
reached a turning point in December 

2015 when world leaders agreed to set the 
global economy on a new course. Australia 
only jumped on board at the 11th hour, but  
the Paris Agreement has very real 
consequences for our long-term economic 
direction. If you read only one article in this 
edition, make it Peter Castellas’s analysis of 
what the Paris Agreement means for 
Australia (starting page 14). 

A couple of other key factors have set the 
scene for 2016 to be a remarkably different 
year for renewables from the last. The war 
on wind is over. Since Turnbull came to 
power, we’ve seen a shift in the government’s 
rhetoric and approach to renewables  
(and we haven’t heard a slur against the 
aesthetic appeal of a wind farm for months). 
In a sign that some sense is returning at the 

federal level, the Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation will continue to invest in  
wind and solar projects under a new 
Investment Mandate that came into force  
at the end of 2015.

Finally, the imminent battery storage boom 
is also building renewed confidence in the solar 
sector, creating a groundswell of interest from 
the public, and making space for innovative 
business models and change in the broader 
electricity sector at all levels. EcoGeneration 
has been following the emergence of the 
storage market closely, and throughout 2016 
you’ll find in-depth coverage in every edition 
through our dedicated storage feature.

Lucy Rochlin
Editor

Peter Castellas
Chief Executive Officer, 
Carbon Market Institute
Peter Castellas leads the 
Carbon Market Institute in its 
role in catalysing and driving 
the growth of the Australian 
carbon market. Throughout 
his 20-year career,  
Mr Castellas has worked  
at the leading edge of the 
sustainable development 
agenda and in an advisory 
capacity for leading 
corporations, governments 
and financial institutions.

Kane Thornton
Chief Executive Officer, 
Clean Energy Council
Kane Thornton has over a 
decade’s experience in 
energy policy and leadership 
in the development of the 
clean energy industry. He has 
advocated for and helped 
design the policies that have 
been critical to the clean 
energy industry’s growth, and 
continues to be an active 
political advocate, public 
presenter and spokesperson 
for the clean energy industry.

Simon Troman
Project Manager,  
IT Power Australia
Simon Troman’s 
comprehensive experience  
in clean energy includes 
hands-on construction, 
development and research 
work through to government 
programs and aid projects. 
Mr Troman is Chair of the 
Ocean Energy Industry 
Association, and was 
previously on the boards of 
the Australian Solar Council 
and Frontier Solar.

Rob Murray-Leach
Executive, Policy  
and Advocacy
Rob Murray-Leach leads the 
policy and advocacy activities 
for the Energy Efficiency 
Council, the Australian peak 
body for energy efficiency, 
demand management and 
cogeneration. He has worked 
in energy, climate change and 
behaviour for over a decade, 
and was part of the Garnaut 
Climate Change Review and 
the Prime Mininster’s Task 
Group on Energy Efficiency.

Ric Brazzale
President, REC Agents 
Association
In addition to his REC Agents 
Association role, Ric Brazzale 
is the Managing Director of 
Green Energy Trading and the 
Director of Green Energy 
Markets, and has more than 
30 years’ experience in the 
energy sector. Mr Brazzale 
was previously the Executive 
Director of the Business 
Council for Sustainable 
Energy following his role as  
a editor of EcoGeneration 
with the Australian 
EcoGeneration Association.
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MARK GROUP ACQUIRES SOLGEN 

Energy efficiency solutions provider Mark Group has acquired Solgen Group, a market leader in commercial and industrial solar  
PV installations in Australia. 

The group will operate as a fully merged entity, which Mark Group Chief Executive David Brown said is ideally positioned to capture a  
leading share of the forecast growth in the residential, commercial and industry segments. 

“This merger combines two great businesses with talented people, great customer solutions and a suite of high quality brands,”  
Mr Brown said. 

“Together, we provide a scale and level of expertise that allows us to deliver on our strategic intent to be the leading provider of quality 
renewable solutions in the region,” he added. 

Solgen founders David Naismith and Joe Coco will remain as Directors of Solgen Group and join the senior executive team of the combined 
group, reporting to Mr Brown. 

CLEAN ENERGY MOVEMENTS

A much talked about development towards the end 
of 2015 was news that Marc England, Executive 
General Manager New Energy at AGL Energy, will 
take up the Chief Executive role at Genesis Energy in 
May this year. 

Doug Jackson, who has been with AGL since 2013, 
was appointed Executive General Manager Group 
Operations.

Cameron Garnsworthy, former EnergyAustralia 
General Manager of Business Development, has 
replaced Andrea Fontana as Country Manager at 
Fotowatio Renewable Ventures (FRV). 

Jeremy Rich, founder of Energy Matters, has stepped 
down and been replaced by former SunPower 
Executive Wilf Johnston at SunEdison Australia. 

Dr Manuel Blanco, Director of the Australian  
Solar Thermal Research Initiative (ASTRI), has been 
re-elected the Chairman of the Executive Committee 
for SolarPACES, an international network of 
independent experts on solar technologies. 

Well-known climate champion Sam Mostyn has 
replaced Dick Warburton as Chair of Citibank 
Australia. 

Social entrepreneur and clean energy consultant  
Dan Cass has joined the Advisory Board of Solar 
Head of State to help guide the development of its 
public affairs strategy. 

Energy industry veteran and former Strategy 
Manager at Citipower and Powercor Lara Olsen has 
assumed the role of Regional Manager – Business 
Development and Policy at Tesla Motors.

CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION? 
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au

 » The latest in policy
 » Project updates
 » Industry news

NEWS IN BRIEF

CARNEGIE OBTAINS 
AUSTRALIA’S FIRST 
COMMERCIAL WAVE 
ENERGY FINANCE 

Carnegie Wave Energy and the Commonwealth Bank have 
completed Australia’s first commercial wave energy 

financing deal, with Carnegie securing a five-year $21 million 
loan facility. 

The financing deal will replace the existing $20 million loan 
facility Carnegie has with the CEFC. 

Carnegie Chief Financial Officer Aidan Flynn said the cost 
competitive capital from the Commonwealth Bank will help 
Carnegie take a significant step forward in its development and 
commercialisation of the CETO technology. 

“This will put us in a strong position to compete in the global, 
developing wave energy market,” Mr Flynn said. 

SA TO AIM FOR ZERO 
NET EMISSIONS  
BY 2050

The South Australian Government has adopted a target of 
zero net emissions by 2050, as recommended in a report by 

the Low Carbon Economy Expert Panel. 
The panel recommended that South Australia:

• signal a transition to a zero net emissions economy by 2050
• support the community and industry to transition to a zero 

net emissions economy
• implement the transition by taking action now. 

SA Minister for Climate Change Ian Hunter said the 
government would favour a national scheme in lieu of a state-
based emissions trading scheme (ETS). 

“Consensus for global action on climate change should be a 
trigger for the Federal Government to revisit the important 
issue of a nationwide ETS. We believe this is the most practical 
approach to this question and will not seek to implement an ETS 
at the state level.”

VIC GOV’T TENDERS FOR AT LEAST  
100 MW OF LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS

The Victorian Government has launched a tender process to source renewable energy certificates from new solar and wind projects in 
Victoria, which it says will bring forward around $200 million of new investment in renewables. 

The purchase of the large-scale generation certificates (LGCs), equivalent to about 100 MW of wind or 170 MW of solar, is part of the 
government’s Renewable Energy Roadmap. Under the program, the government will use its electricity purchasing power to buy LGCs from 
new Victorian renewable energy projects. 

The renewable energy certificate tender process announced is expected to attract competitive proposals for renewable energy projects 
worth around $200 million and will create around 1,000 jobs. 

Most of the projects are expected to be based in regional Victoria. 

CEFC BACK IN WIND  
INVESTMENT GAME 

The Federal Government has reversed its ban on wind farm investment by the Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation (CEFC). 

Clean Energy Council (CEC) Chief Executive Kane Thornton said the Federal Government’s move to 
include wind power in the new Investment Mandate of the CEFC sent a strong signal to international 
investors that Australia wants more renewable energy. 

“It’s great to see that common sense has prevailed. Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull is clearly 
committed to restoring confidence to renewable energy after several tough years.”

A new Investment Mandate for the CEFC also came into force on 24 December 2015. 
Under the new mandate, the CEFC will give more attention to businesses and projects that involve 

emerging technologies, energy efficiency and “clean energy technologies that support the 
Australian Government’s agenda around cities and the built environment”.

NEWS IN BRIEF

If you know of a new appointment that you’d like us to share, email query@ecogeneration.com.au
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At the end of a fortnight of hard-nosed 
negotiating at the UN climate talks in 

Paris came a historic moment that briefly 
silenced even the cynics. It was an almost 
unexpected cherry on top of the action  
being taken by hundreds of countries to  
move away from fossil fuels towards cleaner 
sources of power.

The headline was that almost 200 countries 

signed on to limit global warming  
to ‘well below’ 2°C. 

I was lucky enough to be in Paris for the 
duration of the UN climate conference. The 
terror attacks were fresh in everyone’s mind, 
and gave the event a sense of determination 
and hope.

But when you have more than 40,000 
delegates and hundreds of side events, only a 
word like ‘mayhem’ can truly capture the 
experience.  I was inspired countless times. 
And I am willing to admit that I was confused 
at times by the highly technical negotiating 
process, when the difference between  

words like ‘shall’ and ‘should’ was enough  
to trigger calls to world leaders in the middle 
of the night.

The global deal is now done, and it is 
amazing that we have made it this far after 
two decades of talking. But that must now 
translate into action at the local level. 

The main points of the agreement are  
as follows:

• Participating countries will commit to keep 
global warming to well below 2°C, and an 
aspiration towards a more ambitious goal 
of 1.5°C. 

• Beginning in 2018, countries will submit 
national emissions reduction targets every 
five years, and these will initially apply 
from 2020.

• From 2020, initial targets will apply and 
reviews will be conducted every five years.

• Developed countries will provide  
US$100 billion a year in financing by  
2020 to help developing countries deal 
with the effects of climate change. 

After a long period of frustration for the Australian renewable energy industry, the momentum 
created by the global climate agreement in Paris is undeniable. 2016 is shaping up to be an 
exciting year. 

GLOBAL MOMENTUM  
MUST TRANSLATE  
INTO LOCAL ACTION 
by Kane Thornton, Chief Executive,  
Clean Energy Council  

PARIS 2015 – UNCCC

Kane Thornton has more than a decade’s 
experience in energy policy and 
leadership in the development of the 
renewable energy industry. 
Deconstructing industry trends and 
movements as well as federal and state 
renewable policies for the benefit of the 
wider industry, Kane’s column is a 
regular feature in EcoGeneration. 

“The global deal is now done, and it is amazing that we have made it this 
far after two decades of talking.”

SOLAR INSTALLERS,  
SAVE TIME & MONEY

IN YOUR NEXT INSTALL
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR 
AUSTRALIA?
Renewable energy in Australia has had a 
rough couple of years, but with a change of 
prime minister and a new, positive agenda, 
Australia is looking like a wide brown land of 
opportunity for our sector.

The bipartisan Renewable Energy Target 
(RET) and the positive investment signals 
coming from Prime Minister Malcolm 
Turnbull,  Energy Minister Josh Frydenberg 
and Environment Minister Greg Hunt have 
changed the nature of the clean energy 
question from ‘Should we do it?’ to ‘How 
fast?’ and ‘How much?’.

With Australia signing on to the Paris 
Agreement, it is important that we begin to 
re-align our energy and climate goals. This is 
something which has fallen by the wayside 
during the bruising political battles of the last 
few years. And, while we have a set of policies 
that will get us to the end of the decade, the 
real question is what comes after. 

The Federal Government has set emissions 
reduction targets of 26–28 per cent by 2030, 
with minimal detail to date on how to achieve 
that target beyond 2020. The current RET will 
encourage large-scale renewable energy to 
2020, and the current edition of the 
Emissions Reduction Fund has the same end 
date. The discussion now begins about what 

comes after 2020 if Australia is serious about 
combating the effects of climate change.

The good news is that while support for 
renewables at the state level was patchy 
several years ago, almost every state and 
territory of Australia has now moved to get a 
slice of the renewable energy investment 
benefits under the RET. This will pump some 
much-needed life into those regional 
economies blessed with strong wind and 
sunshine. And there is no question that 
rooftop solar and storage will have a massive 
role to play.

But what is also needed is the retirement 
of old and inefficient coal-fired power plants 
clogging up our energy system. Almost three 
quarters of Australia’s coal generation fleet 
is either at or beyond its expected 
retirement date. It is time we modernised 
our clunky old energy system. Retiring some 
of the oldest plants will make way for new 
renewable energy projects and would go a 
long way towards meeting our long-term 
emissions targets.

The various pledges by individual 
countries in Paris made it clear that the 
world is heading towards a renewable energy 
future. In Australia, we have an industry that 
is hungry to get moving on building major 
projects in 2016.

To be honest, we can’t wait to get started. 

PARIS 2015 – UNCCC

 / High effiminacy evacuated tubes collector with  
ultra-selective coating enabling high absorbtion  
and low emission

 / Enamelled storage tank provides superior 
corrosion resistance

 / Smart controller with multi-sensors enabling 
featuring controls and intelligent controls

 / PV combined smart thermal storage ideal for  
self-sufficiency
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“The discussion now 
begins about what 
comes after 2020 if 
Australia is serious 
about combating the 
effects of climate 
change.”
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voltage, the ABB PVI 5000-6000 inverters bring a flexibility that is earning the loyalty of 
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users to track PV performance from their favorite mobile device. So even if you don’t 
always get the perfect roof, you should always be able to achieve the perfect install.
For more information call us at 1800-769-663 or visit: www.abb.com/solarinverters
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Beginning with the largest gathering of political leaders ever seen and finishing with 196 nations 
signing the most ambitious deal ever struck to tackle global warming, the Paris Agreement is a 
diplomatic triumph. 

I was fortunate to head a Carbon Market 
Institute delegation of 18 companies, the 

largest of any Australian business 
association. We hosted Foreign Minister  
Julie Bishop and Environment Minister Greg 
Hunt for key stakeholder events and were 
involved in regular stakeholder engagement 
with the negotiating team. Our delegation 
also had extensive meetings and made 
valuable connections with international 
business, investment and technology leaders 
attending COP21. 

Below I have highlighted important lessons 
Australian business can learn from the Paris 
Agreement and ways we can capitalise on  
this next period of economic growth in a  
low-carbon world. 

1. THE DEBATE IS OVER – THE 
MASSIVE ECONOMIC IMPETUS TO A 
ZERO NET EMISSIONS GLOBAL 
ECONOMY IS UNSTOPPABLE AND 
BUSINESS GETS IT. 
Consensus has been reached among the 
world’s major political and economic actors 
that we are on an inevitable path to 
decarbonising our economies. The Paris 

Agreement states that emissions should peak 
“as soon as possible” with rapid reductions 
thereafter and includes a five-year cycle for 
reviewing emissions cuts with action to be 
continually ratcheted up. We are on a path to 
net zero emissions. 

The significant presence and statements of 
businesses and investors in Paris are an 
unequivocal signal that leading corporations 
get it. Corporate leaders speaking at many 
high-level events demonstrated their support 
for carbon pricing and their desire for 
governments to set long-term policy 
frameworks to provide certainty, which would 
lead to investment and unleash innovation. 

In Australia, with an election this year, it is 
time for the national conversation to mature. 
Major parties need to depoliticise this debate 
and detail clear, long-term policy measures 
to decouple emissions growth from 
economic growth. 

Businesses need to identify what their own 
pathway is to navigating the risks and 
capitalising on the economic opportunities a 
low-carbon economy presents, and frame 
business strategy accordingly. The debate is 
over. It’s time to act. 

Peter Castellas, 
Chief Executive, 
Carbon Market 
Institute.

Peter Castellas leads the Carbon Market 
Institute in its role in catalysing and 
driving the growth of the Australian 
carbon market. Throughout his 20-year 
career, Mr Castellas has worked at the 
leading edge of the sustainable 
development agenda and in an advisory 
capacity for leading corporations, 
governments and financial institutions. 

A NEW ERA FOR THE  
GLOBAL ECONOMY
by Peter Castellas, Chief Executive, Carbon Market Institute

PARIS 2015 – UNCCC

Above: © Marcin Krzyzak / Shutterstock
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key component of the energy revolution. The BPT-S inverter 
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gesture controlled interface, and the e.Key-technology our 
inverters are commissioned, operated and serviced eff ortlessly. 
Our intelligent energy solutions facilitate the distribution of 
generated solar energy and network the energy produced to 
thermal and electrical storage systems. Bosch off ers technology 
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ideas.  Find out more about us at www.bosch-power-tec.com

Smart Energy Solutions –  
Intelligent networking
between electrical and 
thermal energy
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2. THE GLOBAL EMISSIONS 
TRAJECTORY IS SET AND SO 
AUSTRALIAN DOMESTIC  
CLIMATE POLICY SETTINGS WILL  
INEVITABLY TIGHTEN.
The Paris Agreement sets the framework for 
the global emissions trajectory. It’s down, 
down, down. Australia’s plan to reduce 
emissions – our nationally determined 
contribution stipulates that the emissions 
reduction fund (ERF) is the primary 
mechanism to achieve Australia’s 2030 
emissions reduction target. 

The heavy lifting for emissions reduction 
must shift quickly from the public funding of 
abatement through the ERF auctions to the 
safeguard mechanism. The threshold for 
coverage and safeguard mechanism baselines 
have been set at generous levels to start with 
in 2016. However, for the safeguard 
mechanism to make a meaningful 
contribution to emissions reduction, baselines 
will need to decline, perhaps sharply. 

The 2017 review of Australian climate 
policy will identify the conditions and criteria 
as to how baselines will be adjusted and at 
what point they will pivot to start to give 

covered entities a material liability. It is 
important for all large emitters to model their 
future emissions profile, assess their potential 

liability and when it will kick in, and start to 
factor in a carbon price. 

To do this effectively, business will be 
looking to the government to provide more 
certainty and transparency on the safeguard 
mechanism framework and how it will evolve 
into an effective market mechanism. 

3. MARKET MECHANISMS WITH 
INTERNATIONAL TRADING WILL 
BECOME A FEATURE OF THE SUITE 
OF POLICIES NEEDED TO MEET 
EMISSIONS REDUCTION GOALS. 
The Paris Agreement highlights the role of 
carbon markets in international efforts to 
meet emissions reduction goals through a 
new mechanism to support sustainable 
development. With the Australian 
Government now signalling strongly that we 
will likely have international units as part of 
our mix to meet United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
obligations, harmonisation of market 
mechanisms will be critical. 

PARIS 2015 – UNCCC

Above: President of COP21 Laurent Fabius, French 
President Francois Hollande and Secretary General of 
the United Nations Ban Ki-Moon at the COP21 UN 
climate conference. © Frederic Legrand – COMEO / 
Shutterstock

“It is important for all 
large emitters to model 
their future emissions 
profile, assess their 
potential liability and 
when it will kick in, and 
start to factor in a 
carbon price.”
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PARIS 2015 – UNCCC

The new rules of the post-2020 global 
carbon market will be set over the next few 
years. How the rules are set and which 
framework is adopted will be directly relevant 
to all Australian companies that have a 
liability under a compliance market – the 
safeguard mechanism or an another form of 
an ETS – and want to participate in an 
international carbon market. 

If the Australian Government is proactive, 
the way the rules are designed could also 
potentially open the door for the export of 
domestically generated credits into other 
emission trading schemes. It is important that 
as this new market is designed, the private 
sector has a seat at the table and is on the 
front foot.  

Market mechanisms should be a central 
feature of Australia’s climate policy approach, 
but we will also need a suite of other 
complementary measures at the federal and 
state level to meet emissions reduction goals. 

4. COMPETITION WILL HEAT UP, BUT 
AUSTRALIA COULD BE IN DANGER 
OF BEING LEFT BEHIND. 
At a fascinating session in the China pavilion 
in Paris, the Chinese chief negotiator was 
speaking with California Governor Jerry 
Brown. Their key messages, directed at each 
other with pointed fingers were: “We are 
going to be allies with you, we are going to 
cooperate with you, but most of all we are 
going to compete with you!” 

The competition for low-carbon 

development has injected the US and China 
relationship with a new vitality. This is the 
next great economic battle. The EU, India, 
Japan, Korea, and other major trading 
partners have signalled their desire to 
actively participate in scaling the global 
deployment of low-carbon solutions. New 
business models are evolving rapidly. Some 
old business models will die. 

The low-carbon transition is on but many 
parts of the Australian economy are not yet 
harmonised with the global movement. The 
world is capitalising on this generational 
economic opportunity and if we don’t get 
savvy about it, there is the danger we will fall 
behind. It’s game on.

5. THERE IS A GLOBAL MARKET  
FOR AUSTRALIAN SERVICES  
AND INNOVATIONS.
The Paris Agreement established the Paris 
Committee in Capacity Building (PCCB). To 
implement the commitments made in Paris, 
many of the 196 countries will need the 

services and significant expertise that 
Australia has built up over the years in legal, 
commercial, financial and technical know-how. 

We can help developing countries – including 
our Pacific neighbours – and large emerging 
carbon markets, such as China, with expertise 
in emissions management, reporting, 
monitoring, verification, offset project 
development, renewable energy project 
financing and institutional strengthening. 

We have unique professional services skills 
to deliver to a potentially massive export 
market. The demand is here now and will grow. 

6. THE FINANCING GAP NEEDS  
TO BE BRIDGED AND WILL  
CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
INNOVATIVE WAYS FOR PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE FUNDING OF THE 
LOW-CARBON TRANSITION.
The Paris Agreement sends a very powerful 
signal to the world’s capital markets. Climate 
finance is a critical element of the Paris 
Agreement, and funding adaptation and 
mitigation efforts will require trillions of 
dollars over the next few decades. Developing 

countries need the funds to effectively 
leapfrog the fossil fuel age.

The magnitude of investment will require 
the involvement of the entire finance and 
investment communities. The Green  
Climate Fund’s (GCF) objective is to be a 
game-changer for climate finance through  
its innovative approach. The Paris Agreement 
predicts the GCF will be worth US$100 billion  
per year by 2020, and this is to be a floor for 
post-2020.  

Green bonds have grown exponentially and 
will proliferate. Banks have committed to 
drastically increasing debt to fund clean 
energy and technology, and new funds and 
fund products will be needed to channel 
investment from multilateral banks and 
institutional investors. Smart venture capital 
will continue to grow the investment in clean 
energy and cleantech innovations that have 
the ability to scale. 

At the same time, scrutiny of climate risk 
in investment portfolios and of listed 
companies is increasing. It is clear that 

globally, investors are reassessing fossil fuel 
investments and making definitive changes 
to their investment policies.

In Australia, we can expect to see an increase 
in the need for governance and disclosure of 
climate risk and subtle shifts in asset allocation 
and investment mandates. With our very 
sophisticated capital markets, Australian 
financiers and investors are perfectly placed to 
play a key role in our region to fund the 
transition to a low-carbon economy.

7. CONNECTIONS AND 
RELATIONSHIPS WILL HELP 
CREATE A COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE FOR AUSTRALIA. 
There were over 200 Australians represented 
in Paris and the development of new 
interpersonal relationships will be a lasting 
legacy of the two-week conference. Australian 
government ministers and the official 
delegation engaged frequently and openly 
with stakeholders; industry delegates shared 
insights; journalists built new informed 
contacts; and in typical Australian style, there 
were many extracurricular social and 

networking functions where strong bonds 
were formed. 

In Australia there are two degrees of 
separation (or should I say 1.5 degrees?) 
between any key stakeholder from policy, 
business, technology, finance, civil society 
and media. Together we can mutually 
support the actions required to set us on a 
path to decarbonisation.  

The sharing of ideas, technology and 
solutions can be turned into commercial 
interactions to help Australia benefit from the 
economic growth opportunities that will 
ensue in the post-Paris world. Personal 
relationships and trust built up between key 
economic actors in this unfolding drama will 
need to be nurtured. We are all in this 
together. The future begins now. 

Carbon Market Institute will convene the key 

national stakeholders driving economic growth in 

a low-carbon world at the 3rd Australian 

Emissions Reduction Summit on 3-4 May 2016 at 

MCG Melbourne.

“With our very sophisticated capital markets, 
Australian financiers and investors are perfectly 
placed to play a key role in our region to fund the 
transition to a low-carbon economy.”
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Jan Rieche, 
Manager 
Renewable Energy 
and Engineering, 
Polyglot Group.

Originally from Germany, Jan Rieche has 
15 years’ recruitment experience, 
including the last six years that he has 
spent in renewable energy and energy 
efficiency. Jan has staffed some of the 
most important technical and 
management roles in the Australian 
renewable energy, carbon and 
environmental management markets. 

When Spanish renewable energy 
developers and engineering, 

procurement and construction management 
(EPCM) contractors Acciona, FRV, Abengoa 
and Elecnor came to Australia in the last 10 
years, they were looking at a land of 
opportunity. However, not many wind and no 
large-scale solar farms had been built yet.

They quickly came to realise that aside 
from regulatory hurdles and political 
uncertainty, there was another hindrance 
looming – the high cost of qualified labour in 
Australia, coupled with often very remote 
project sites, which required companies to 
resort to a fly-in fly-out (FIFO) scenario. 

Australia has one of the highest rates of 
employment costs in the world – the 
competition for qualified people with 
experience in renewable energy technology 
and electricity generation is fierce. This is 
before even considering if the talent  
resides in or is available to move to remote 
project locations. 

However, with renewed optimism after  
the federal leadership change, a return to 
facts-based discussions rather than ideology, 
and the positive outcome of the COP21, many 
local and overseas developers from France, 
Germany and the US will start prospecting 
Australia for new opportunities again. 

When it comes to delivering their  
projects, developers have several options to 
choose from: 
1. Outsource work to a subcontractor – a 

good option for some packages of work 
that are ‘easily’ quantified and qualified. 
The downside here is that this often 
involves lengthy legal exchanges to 
determine the proper specifications. 

2. Hire full-time employees – a good option 
when you have follow-up projects in the 
pipeline and want to keep key resources 
within the organisation. The drawback is 
that you have to look after all HR-related 
obligations, like determining the right Fair 
Work awards, pay, superannuation, taxes, 
insurance, HR liabilities, annual and sick 
leave, etc. 

3. Employ contractors for the duration of 
the project – a good option to add 
expertise and the skills that you require 
precisely for the amount of time you need 
them. The disadvantage here is that you 
still have to look after most of the 
aforementioned HR obligations or pay a 
recruiter to look after them for you. 
Additionally, you will be tapping into the 
area of highly qualified, and therefore 
very expensive, ‘career contractors’.

4. Outsource the employment of your 
entire project workforce for the 
duration of the project – probably the 
best option if you want to concentrate on 
the project and have only limited 
resources in the country to look after the 
above obligations. This is also an ideal 
option if you need to ramp up quickly to 
start the project and if you are uncertain 
if you will have a follow-up project right 
away or if you will need all the resources 
on this project for your next one in the 
pipeline. The staff will still report directly 
to you, despite them having a contract 
with another legal entity, which takes the 
employment risk away from you. The 
downside here could be potential doubling 
up of existing resources within your 
organisation and – if not calculated 
correctly in the beginning – higher costs.

Depending on an EPCM contractor’s 
situation and experience, either one of the 
above or a mix of the options could work  
out best. 

POLYGLOT’S WORK ON MOREE 
SOLAR FARM 
We were recently hired by Greenlight 
Contractors (Elecnor) to support the 
development of their Moree Solar Farm, one of 
Australia’s biggest solar farms. Located in the 
central northern part of NSW, the farm will be 
one of the largest renewable energy projects in 
Australia, powering nearly 15,000 NSW homes.  
It is Australia’s biggest solar farm using 
tracking technology, therefore minimising the 
area covered and maximising energy output. 

A combination of factors has rendered Australia an attractive destination for utility-scale solar 
farms, and there are myriad ways developers can set up shop without jeopardising their bottom 
line due to the high local employment costs. 

STAFFING A SOLAR FARM
by Jan Rieche, Manager Renewable Energy and Engineering, Polyglot Group

UTILITY–SCALE SOLAR

“The competition for 
qualified people with 
experience in 
renewable energy 
technology and 
electricity generation  
is fierce.”
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The project, initially one of the solar flagship 
sites, was developed by FRV, who appointed 
Green Light Contractors as its main contractor. 

Despite Elecnor having several thousand 
staff around the world, it only had a small 
set-up in Australia. After winning the EPCM 
contract for this solar farm, it had a few 
weeks to get boots on the ground and acquire 
a local workforce to add on to the expertise it 
was bringing in from projects overseas.

RECRUITMENT CHALLENGES
We managed the entire Australian workforce. 
This included both FIFO white-collar staff 
(HSE supervisors as well as commissioning, 
electrical, civil and mechanical engineers)  
and local blue-collar staff (warehousing, 
transport, security, cleaning, etc.). Finding 
these employees, managing the HR 
administration process – including pay, 
insurances, taxes, performance issues – as 
well as taking over the employment risk 
enabled the contractor to concentrate on the 
challenging project on hand. 

However, attracting senior people for a set 
amount of time – projects can vary from just 
six months up to three years – can be 

challenging. On some projects, Polyglot is 
only given between two and four weeks’ 
notice to put together the initial project team. 
These projects are often developed in small 
towns where affordable accommodation can 
become an issue, as well as the cost of travel 
to and from the site. 

As with most other construction projects, 
people employed were classified under 
several different Fair Work Awards, which 
mandated different pay schedules for salary, 
superannuation, casual loading etc. 

While some people were finishing up on the 
project, others joined the project to 
contribute to its success with their specific 
skillset. All this culminated in detailed 
administration work. However, in the end, we 
helped Green Light Contractors deliver the 

project in a timely fashion. At the time of 
writing, commissioning of the Moree Project 
had just begun. 

We are currently talking to several wind 
EPCM contractor to apply the same concept 
to upcoming projects.

Australia has great potential for large-scale 
renewable energy in the decade to come. The 
landscape for developing and delivering these 
projects is changing fast, which will put 
downward pressure on cost for contractors. 

Considering various options on how to 
deploy their workforce before starting the 
project – or ideally at the tendering stage – 
will enable EPCM contractors to forecast their 
costs accurately, support their tendering 
process and ultimately deliver the holy grail:  
a project on time and on budget. 

UTILITY–SCALE SOLAR

Having 20 Years of experience, Polyglot 
supports Local & International Renewable 

Energy Project Developers & EPCM Contractors
to minimise labour cost and optimise HR processes.

Recruitment & Staff Management  
for Blue & White Collar Workers

Contract Management
for Entire Projects

Permanent Employment
Outsourcing

Outsourced Payroll

FIFO management

Visa Migration Support
with Overseas Talent

Translation Services
for Legal & Tender Documents

www.polyglot.com.au

For more information,
call Jan Rieche on (02) 9518 4388!

www.polyglot.com.au

Right: The Moree Solar Farm. The battery power
behind the panel

®ENERGYSTORE
Remote Area Power Systems

www.gnbindustrial.com.au

Reliable energy storage

Australia:

NSW:  (02) 9722 5700
VIC & TAS: (03) 8393 5909
QLD: (07) 3135 6704

SA & NT: (08) 7088 2903
WA: (08) 6188 8003

New Zealand

Auckland: +64 9 257 2881
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Jennifer Brook, 
Research Director, 
Ipsos Public 
Affairs.

Jennifer Brook is the Research Director at 
Ipsos Public Affairs and is responsible for 
producing qualitative and quantitative 
research investigating community 
attitudes, perceptions and behaviours in 
relation to an array of topics. She is a 
geographer by training and has a Masters 
in International Development and 
Environmental Analysis.  

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency 
(ARENA) commissioned social research 

consultancy Ipsos Public Affairs to conduct 
research in the general community to 
produce best practice community 
consultation guidelines for proposed utility-
scale solar projects.  

In an Australian first, Ipsos investigated 
social perceptions and reception of utility-
scale solar facilities – surveying and talking to 
communities across Australia to gauge 
knowledge, general opinion and acceptability. 

Under the auspices of ARENA, the 
objective of the work was to both identify 
the drivers of public support of such  
projects and understand general attitudes 
within various communities. The 
methodology approach was threefold, 
incorporating a quantitative survey of 1,197 
Australians; 15 qualitative group discussions; 
and specific exploratory discussions with 
community members currently living near 
planned or established utility-scale solar 
facilities. The fieldwork took place in 2013 
and 2014. 

The research was conducted with a 
particular focus on pinpointing what 
constituted a ‘social licence to operate’ for 

utility-scale solar projects in Australia. The 
overall objective was to apply this 
understanding to generate best practice 
guidelines to community engagement 
planning around proposed utility-scale solar 
energy projects.

BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES
When considering community consultation  
– proven to be crucial for such utility-scale 
energy projects – the research suggested  
five main themes key to driving acceptance 
within communities. Turn to page 26 to 
read about these themes. 

These are drawn from the critical issues 
that emerged in the discussions and survey 
results, and reflect the key community 
concerns. These main themes can be used as 
best practice guidelines to engage 
communities for future planned projects.

Using these themes, alongside a 
community engagement approach that is 

tailored to the specific needs of a community, 
will create an environment conducive to 
building a groundswell of public support for 
these facilities in Australia. 

The engagement approach needs to be 
long term, flexible, initiated early in the 
planning stages, and demonstrate a genuine 
commitment to the principles of community 
engagement from the developer.

SOLAR PROVES POPULAR
The research revealed widespread support  
for solar energy in general – above other 
renewable sources such as wind farms and 
hydro energy. 

This sentiment seemed to be largely 
informed by a positive perception of  
domestic solar panels, with results showing 
that 22 per cent of respondents had solar 
panels installed in their homes. In addition, 
there was recognition that alternatives to 
non-renewable sources were quickly 
becoming more of a necessity, with  
non-renewables being a finite resource. 

To obtain a social licence to operate, community engagement in the utility-scale solar sphere 
needs to be well planned, long-term, flexible and genuine. 

SOCIAL PERCEPTIONS OF 
UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR
by Jennifer Brook, Research Director, Ipsos Public Affairs

UTILITY–SCALE SOLAR

Solar panels on homes 87%

78%

72%

72%

52%

45%

26%

23%

Wind farms

Hydro

Tidal energy

Geothermal

Nuclear

Coal

Utility-scale solar energy facilities

Most popular sources of energy for Australia: somewhat or strongly in favour

Left: Percentage of 
respondents in the  
Ipsos research who  
were somewhat or 
strongly in favour of 
particular energy 
sources. Chart courtesy 
of Ipsos Public Affairs.

TENANT SMART-METERING

NMI/PATTERN APPROVED

UP TO 75% SPACE SAVING
COST EFFECTIVE INSTALLATION

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

ONE DEVICE, UP TO 36 TENANTS

*ELECTRICITY/WATER/GAS USAGE
ACCURACY CLASS 0.5S

*DAILY READINGS

*WEEKLY READINGS

*MONTHLY READINGS

*QUARTERLY READINGS

CAN YOUR BILLING SMART-METER DO THIS?
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More specifically, there was strong support 
for utility-scale solar facilities as an energy 
source – around 77 per cent of respondents 
agreed that such facilities could be a 
significant source of energy to help meet 
Australia’s energy needs. Only five per cent 
were opposed – meaning that for every 
individual that was against, there were more 
than 15 individuals in favour. 

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE AROUND 
UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR
However, despite this general support and 
high level of awareness, digging deeper 
revealed a lack of knowledge beyond that – 
only 12 per cent reported to know ‘a fair 
amount’ about utility-scale solar facilities, and 
only three per cent knew ‘a great deal’. 

A majority – 71 per cent – agreed that the 
government should provide funding for 
utility-scale solar development. In addition, 
60 per cent felt this should be prioritised over 
funding for non-renewable energy sources, 
while 38 per cent felt this should be 
prioritised over funding for other types of 
renewable energy. 

It was generally agreed that Australia was  
a prime location for these types of projects  
– due to the wide space opportunities and 
high levels of sunlight – as long as research 
went into determining the most suitable 
locations. However, as few were familiar with 
any specific examples of such facilities, many 
didn’t know what to expect visually.  

Overall, the perceived advantages of utility-
scale solar facilities included reduced reliance 
on fossil fuels, positive environmental 
impacts, investment in local communities, and 
potentially lower negative health and safety 
impacts as compared to other forms of 
energy generation. 

Perceived disadvantages included concerns 
around cost and efficiency – for example, 
quantity of panels needed to generate a viable 
amount of energy and how energy would be 
stored and transmitted – as well as land use, 
financial costs, visual impacts, environmental 
impacts and health and safety impacts. 

HOW TO BUILD SUPPORT 
According to the research, key ways to 
embolden support for renewables included 
the promise of assured efficiency, reducing 
negative impacts on electricity prices, and 
increased employment opportunities in the 
immediate communities.

For community members already living 
near an actual or planned utility-scale solar 
facility, opinions didn’t differ much from  
the broader Australian population. However, 
they tended to be more optimistic around 
the economic benefits of having a facility in 
the area – benefits which were considered to 
be substantial. 

Smaller communities tended to be more 
engaged than larger ones – with facilities 
having a greater impact on the economic and 
social fabric of the town through employment 
and economic stimulation. 

UTILITY–SCALE SOLAR

FIVE MAIN THEMES KEY TO OBTAINING THE SOCIAL LICENCE  
TO OPERATE: 

1. Reliability and efficiency  
There needs to be simple, regular messages about the efficiency and 
reliability of utility-scale solar projects. The provision of information regarding 
land use in comparison to energy output and reassurance of the consistency 
of solar supply help address areas where the public feel less informed.   

2. Visual impacts 
There is limited understanding of what utility-scale solar projects look like.  
Furthermore, as there is variation in the technology that can be employed  
– e.g. concentrated solar power (CSP) towers, solar dishes, parabolic troughs 
with concentrating linear fresnel reflectors, and PV panels – plenty of 
information about what any planned utility-scale solar project would look like 
is required to drive a social licence. 

3. Environmental impacts  
Although the broader environmental benefits of utility-scale solar  
projects are understood – including the reduction in carbon emissions  
– the local environmental impacts are less clear. Clear explanation of any 
necessary landscape disturbance when establishing utility-scale solar 
projects is necessary.  

4. Economic and employment impacts  
Job creation and the resulting opportunities for local businesses and 
residents are seen as the key economic benefits of utility-scale solar projects 
in regional communities. Ensuring that a realistic understanding of 
employment opportunities is conveyed will help communities know what to 
expect. Another important aspect is to set clear expectations around the 
impact, or lack of impact, on local electricity prices.

5. Health impacts 
Although solar is regarded as a relatively safe technology, there is a large 
cohort who is unsure as to whether utility-scale solar facilities could have a 
negative health effect. Information to allay any possible health concerns 
would be valuable, as would information about the broader health benefits of 
solar compared to non-renewable energy. 

The full report containing the best practice guidelines can be found at  
www.ipsos.com.au/Ipsos_docs/Solar-Report_2015/Ipsos-ARENA_SolarReport.pdf

Knowledge about utility-scale solar facilities

Never previously heard of
Heard of, know nothing about
Just a little
A fair amount
A great deal
Don’t know

39%

12%

28%

15%

4%
3%

Right: The varying levels of knowledge among 
respondents about utility-scale solar facilities.  
Chart courtesy of Ipsos Public Affairs. 
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UTILITY–SCALE SOLARUTILITY–SCALE SOLAR

For the purpose of this infographic, EcoGeneration has 
only outlined utility-scale solar power stations above 
10 MW in capacity. 

ARENA FUNDING OF $100M FOR 22 SHORTLISTED PROJECTS

The utility-scale solar industry in Australia will get a major cash injection following an announcement by the 
Australian Renewable Energy Agency in mid-January 2016 that it has short-listed 22 projects to receive a total of 
$100 million in funding.

The short-listed projects range from 10 MW to 106.8 MW, and cover every mainland state, though the vast majority 
are located in Queensland (10) and New South Wales (8).

For full details, visit ecogeneration.com.au

BARCALDINE SOLAR FARM

Proponents: Elecnor Australia 
Installed capacity: 25 MW
Status: In development
Expected commissioning: Early 2017

BULLI CREEK SOLAR FARM

Proponents: Solar Choice
Installed capacity: 2,000 MW
Status: In development
Expected commissioning: 2017

CLARE SOLAR FARM

Proponents: Fotowatio  
Renewable Ventures 
Installed capacity: 130 MW
Status: In development
Expected commissioning: Mid-2017 to early 2018

KOGAN CREEK SOLAR BOOST

Proponents: CS Energy 
Installed capacity: 44 MW
Status: In development
Expected commissioning: Late 2016

MOREE SOLAR FARM

Proponents: Fotowatio Renewable Ventures
Installed capacity: 56 MW
Status: In development

Expected commissioning: Early 2016

AUSTRALIA’S  
UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR 
PROJECTS
With an abundance of unused regional land, high levels of solar radiation and restored political 
certainty, Australia is rapidly gaining ground on global utility-scale leaders such as Germany, China 
and the US. EcoGeneration provides a snapshot of the main utility-scale solar projects in Australia. 

GREENOUGH RIVER SOLAR

Proponents: Verve Energy  
& GE Energy Financial Services 
Installed capacity: 10 MW
Status: Operating since August 2012

MUGGA LANE SOLAR PARK

Proponents: Zhenfa Solar
Installed capacity: 13 MW
Status: In development
Expected commissioning: TBC

NYNGAN SOLAR PLANT 

Proponents: AGL
Installed capacity: 102 MW
Status: Operating since July 2015

BROKEN HILL SOLAR PLANT

Proponents: AGL
Installed capacity: 53 MW
Status: Operating since October 2015

DEGRUSSA COPPER  
MINE SOLAR PROJECT

Proponents: Neoen
Installed capacity: 10.6 MW 
Status: In development 
Expected commissioning: Early 2017

ROYALLA SOLAR FARM

Proponents: Fotowatio Renewable Ventures 
Installed capacity: 20 MW
Status: Operating since September 2014
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ACCI’s support for the later stages of the 
Renewable Energy Target (RET) 

negotiations is said to be one of the 
definitive pushes that sealed the final deal, 
albeit at the lower threshold of 33,000 GWh. 
Importantly, Ms Carnell also vocally 
campaigned for the original provision of a 
two yearly review to be abolished. 

“The whole point of coming up with a 
33,000 figure was to give business 
confidence both to renewable energy sector 
and the traditional energy sector confidence 
to invest. A two yearly review will simply 
undermine that,” Ms Carnell said at the time. 

Similarly, her change of heart on the role 
of the Clean Energy Finance Corporation 
(CEFC) is another sign that the business 
community understands the value of 
renewables to Australia’s economy. 

Below are Ms Carnell’s thoughts on the 
benefits of renewables, the advent of  
battery storage technology and Australia’s 
climate policy.

ON THE AUSTRALIAN CHAMBER’S 
MANDATE AND HER ROLE AS CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE
The Australian Chamber is a peak body 
representing over 400,000 broad-based 
businesses in various sectors. Our members 
are the state and territory chambers of 
commerce as well as over 50 national 
associations. We don’t have direct 
businesses as our members; we have 
organisations that represent businesses. It’s 
a federal structure. What takes up most of 
my time is managing staff and keeping a 
watchful eye on a broad range of issues that 
are on the agenda. I advocate on behalf of 
businesses in a range of different areas and I 
manage the direction of the organisation.

ON THE GENERAL BUSINESS 
MINDSET AROUND RENEWABLES
Some of our members are very positive 
about the growth of renewable energy in 
Australia, but the majority of them are 
concerned about energy prices. Energy 
prices are incredibly important to 
businesses, just like any cost. The general 
message we get is that they’re positive 
about renewable energy, but it’s really 
important that any policy around renewable 
energy doesn’t adversely affect the cost of 
power or energy in Australia. 

ON THE BENEFITS OF RENEWABLES 
There is a good business case for 
renewables. We see lots of businesses  

make their premises more energy  
efficient, use solar and utilise  
co-generation facilities. Where the business 
case works, it’s a really good thing to do. It 
can have both a brand and an economic 
benefit. But if renewables don’t work 
economically, it’s very hard for businesses  
to embrace them. 

ON HOW BATTERY STORAGE WILL 
CHANGE THE CONVERSATION
Battery storage will absolutely change  
the game. The dilemma with renewable 
energy is that it doesn’t manage  
baseload power, and so you have to have 
other power as well. We know it costs a  
lot to put renewables in, even though  
they are not very expensive to run. And 
therein is the problem, which is why  
often renewable energy don’t work 
economically as well as they might, unless 
there are government subsidies. Efficient 
battery technology will fundamentally 
change that. 

Businesswoman, former politician and Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) Chief 
Executive Kate Carnell speaks with Associate Editor Sonia Nair about her renewed support for a 
bipartisan deal on renewables and why the Government’s role in financing it is absolutely vital.   

KATE CARNELL  
ON THE BUSINESS CASE  
FOR RENEWABLES 

PERSPECTIVEPERSPECTIVE

Left: Ms Carnell launching the March instalment of the 
Australian Chamber’s quarterly Small Business Survey in 
Sydney in May 2015.
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ON WHY THE AUSTRALIAN 
CHAMBER NO LONGER OPPOSES 
THE CEFC 
The fact is, the CEFC is making a profit. We’re a 
business-based organisation and we like 
organisations that have a good business 
model. There was an existing perception that 
the CEFC was giving out money to companies 

that did not have good business cases and that 
if an organisation had a good business case, 
the bank would be lending money to them. 

However, the CEFC said banks don’t 
regularly finance renewable energy projects 
because they have a different business case 
to more traditional companies: renewables 
are expensive to build, but not expensive to 
run once they are built. The CEFC works with 
companies to develop a business case that  
do meet banks’ needs, then both the CEFC 
and the bank fund them, but it’s still 
important that these companies have a good 
business case. 

We now have a better understanding about 
the way the CEFC operates and what they do. 
They operate very efficiently and they use 
taxpayers’ money well. 

ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND 
ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY 
Some of the challenges are still around 
energy efficiency or energy productivity – 
how do we make it easier for small to 

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Australia 
to become more energy efficient? 

There are impediments. For instance, say a 
business is renting premises, which most 
businesses do. They are keen to reduce their 
costs of power and they’re interested in 
reducing costs generally. What would help is  
if the building they were in upgraded their  

air-conditioning and lighting systems to more 
energy efficient systems. A problem then 
emerges because that decision is with the 
landlord, not with the tenant, and there are 
no particular benefits for the building owner 
because they don’t pay the bills. There are 
interesting challenges on how we improve the 
incentives for building owners to better 
retrofit buildings to be more energy efficient. 

There are some good programs and 
projects in place for new buildings, but there’s 
some distance to go before we get the 
incentives right for retrofitting old buildings. 

Similarly, SMEs need to better understand 
what they can do to minimise their power 
usage – for instance, when does solar become 
cost effective? 

ON MALCOLM TURNBULL’S 
APPOINTMENT 
What Malcolm Turnbull has done as Prime 
Minister is change the mood. From our 
business surveys, we know people are much 
more confident. He’s increased confidence 

PERSPECTIVE

A

B

C

A: Ms Carnell with Ged Kearney, President of the 
Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU).

B: Ms Carnell with Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull at 
the Australian Chamber 2015 Annual Dinner Canberra in 
November 2015.

C: Australian Chamber President Peter Hood, former 
Prime Minister Tony Abbott and Ms Carnell at the 
Australian Chamber 2014 Annual Dinner Canberra.

SAVE THE DATE
Join other decision makers and participate in  
the only dedicated energy storage conference 
and exhibition in New South Wales/Australia.

DISCOVER
How energy storage is transforming our world,
at the grid and o�-grid levels, in buildings and
in electric transport infrastructure.

LEARN
Over 40 speakers discussing implementation 
of energy storage solutions and technologies 
for utilities, remote communities, consumers, 
electric vehicle charging and more.

NETWORK
With industry professionals from the energy
storage and renewable energy markets.
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levels and he’s talking up the economy, talking 
about innovation, talking about getting our 
business environment more future-focused 
and so on. What has changed is mood more 
than anything else, but that matters a lot in 
business. We also know that he’s positive 
about renewable energy. 

ON AUSTRALIA’S FIRST MINISTER 
FOR CITIES AND THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT 
The research is in on this – cities deliver more 
to our GDP than our whole agricultural sector. 
They are fundamental to our economy. If we 
are to increase our productivity, we have to 
increase the productivity of our cities. It’s 
about adopting a new approach to where 
people live and work and capitalising on the 
whole concept of the ’20 minute city’ where 
you can live, work, shop, go to school within a 
20-minute commute to where you are. 

Having a minister will pull together the 
different levels of government with some real 
targets and goals on what we need to do to 
make our cities more productive, liveable and 
less congested. 

ON BEING A CLIMATE CHANGE 
AUTHORITY APPOINTEE
The Authority has appointed people with 
huge amounts of expertise in various parts of 

the climate change arena. What I bring to the 
table is a good knowledge of business, what 
business needs and what sort of policy will 
encourage business take-up of renewables. 
What policies will help businesses reduce 
their carbon footprint, while maintaining the 
impetus for growth and employment? Could 
we have policies that stimulate renewable 
energy but are not a significant problem for 
business profitability? Getting that balance 
right is really important.

ON THE ACT BEING A PIONEER IN 
RENEWABLES
The ACT has always been environmentally 
conscious. Back when I was Chief Minister in 
the early days, we had a no-waste policy that 
progressed before a lot of other places did it. 
The ACT can enact these policies because it 
has a well-educated middle class population 
who applaud efforts the government makes 
to improve environmental outcomes. 

It also doesn’t have manufacturing plants, 
coal-fired power stations, aluminium smelters 

or any large, heavy industry. The ACT 
economy is different to, say, South Australia, 
or places that are heavily reliant on 
manufacturing and where energy prices are 
incredibly expensive already. Little upward 
movements in price in states with heavy 
power usage can make a big difference.

That said, I think the ACT example shows 
that you can foster renewables and not 
dramatically impact power prices. And 
generally, the community will feel positively 
about your efforts, even if there is a little 
upward movement on the price of power. 

ON AUSTRALIA’S CLIMATE POLICY 
Our view is that there’s no silver bullet here. 
It’s not about ‘this is better than that’, but 
about a range of different approaches and 
policies that aim to reduce our carbon 
footprint as a nation. Every country has 
different challenges. You could talk about a 
European country, like France, that relies on 
nuclear. Yes, their carbon footprint is low 
because they don’t use that much coal, but 
they use nuclear. We haven’t made a call to go 
down that path in Australia. 

All countries understand that what they 
have to do to keep their economy moving is 
to keep the cost of power as low as it can be 
to make sure businesses are competitive. The 
challenge for Australia that coal is, by far, the 
cheapest form of energy because we’ve got a 
lot of it. We have high-quality coal, even 
though we burn brown coal as well. 

ON HOW BEST TO ACHIEVE ZERO 
CARBON EMISSIONS
The ACCI’s view is that a carbon trading 
scheme of some description is the way to go 
in the end. But you need to have our major 
trading partners be a part of it – otherwise 
our businesses will be less competitive and 
that wouldn’t be a good outcome. 

Since I’ve been sitting on the Authority, I’ve 
spent more time delving into the detail of a 
lot of these agreements. Countries will say 
they have carbon trading schemes. Well, there 
are carbon trading schemes and carbon 
trading schemes. It’s not one size fits all. 
Some of them have so many caveats. It’s a lot 
more complicated than it initially looks. 
Getting a level of global agreement on what 
the parameters and targets are will be 
essential. The way reductions are being 
measured has to be consistent. 

PERSPECTIVE

“What policies will help 
businesses reduce their 
carbon footprint, while 
maintaining the 
impetus for growth and 
employment?”

Kate Carnell represents hundreds of 
thousands of businesses in her current 
role as Chief Executive of the ACCI, but it 
was not too long ago that she was at the 
helm of a business herself. 

Starting out as a pharmacist in Red Hill, 
Ms Carnell bought three additional 
pharmacies before being selected to the 
ACT Legislative Assembly in 1992. Her 
ascent was swift – rising to become ACT 
Opposition Leader in 1993 and ACT Chief 
Minister in 1995. 

Her experience in the upper echelons of 
Canberra is complemented by her 
leadership of many industry 
associations, including her positions as 
Director of the National Roads and 
Motorists’ Association (NRMA) and 
Executive Director of the National 
Association of Forest Industries (NAFI). 

Ms Carnell’s unique blend of on-the-
ground entrepreneurial experience and 
policymaking nous has yielded many 
interesting views on the growth of 
renewables and climate change policy  
in Australia. 
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Mark Higgins, Chief Operating Officer at California-based clean energy consultants Strategen, 
faces off against Simon Vardy and Simon Mezger, both Managing Directors within Accenture’s 
Australian Utilities, in answer of the perennial question: will people go off grid or stay on grid in 
the near future? 

TO STAY ON GRID  
OR GO OFF GRID? 

STORAGESTORAGE

Down Under is now ‘ground zero’, especially when it comes to 
energy technologies like battery storage. Nowhere in the world are 
conditions as ripe for energy disruption as they are here in 
Australia. This is due to some of the world’s highest electricity 
prices, the highest penetration of rooftop solar in the world,  
and consumers who just love to be self-sufficient. 

In fact, a recent Accenture survey titled The New Energy 
Consumer: Unleashing Business Value in a Digital World  
found that 59 per cent of consumers would invest to become  
self-sufficient so they would not have to rely on buying energy 
from the grid. It’s why Tesla have rushed their introduction of  
the Powerwall from 2017 to early 2016, making Australia the  
first place in the world outside the US to receive the next big  
thing in consumer energy management control.

Yet it was only four years ago that the largest retailers –  
having been one of the first to market solar offerings – decided 
further focus and investment in solar was not worth it and  
switched their efforts to traditional electricity and gas retailing. 
But in the last 12 months, these players have roared back to life, 
with their leaders declaring that the only growth in the retail 
electricity industry will come from these ‘new energy services’, of 
which battery storage is the game-changer. They are scrambling 
to set up their new divisions and hiring some of the smartest 
people in the country to focus on things such as solar power 
purchasing agreements (PPAs) and storage options. 

Consequently, there is a plethora of global companies, such as 
Tesla, Enphase and Panasonic, chomping at the bit to enter our 
market. New start-ups like Reposit Power have defined business 
models that are highly analogous to Uber, which allow households 
to trade their energy for a profit at peak times. The energy 
management paradigm of ‘store, shift, trade’ will emerge: storing 
excess daily energy in batteries, shifting consumption to times when 
electricity is cheaper, and then trading stored energy at peak prices. 

Disruptors like Dutch company Vandebron, who facilitate the 
selling of excess energy to willing buyers, are a new breed of ‘asset 
light’ market makers – they threaten the traditional retailer, 
generator and distributor ecosystem. 

Agencies like the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) 
and investment banks such as UBS and Morgan Stanley say that 
battery storage costs will fall between 40 and 60 per cent by 2020. 
They say this will trigger mass adoption, because the payback 
period will be somewhere around 6–10 years, with a million-plus 
homes expected to be highly interested at this point. 

So what could possibly stop this juggernaut? Perhaps utilities and 
regulators will decide that fixed tariffs need to be massively hiked 
to prevent mass defection? The irony of ‘doubling down’ to recoup 
fixed costs on a shrinking pool of customers is not lost on many. 

Perhaps all the analysts are wrong about the predicted cost curve 
reductions? Perhaps the ‘roof space’ algorithm of fitting enough 
solar panels on the average home and then matching to the 
quantum of batteries needed to power the average household can’t 
be solved? 

Perhaps consumers are just saying they want to be self-sufficient 
but don’t really mean it; surveys are notoriously unreliable right? 
Yeah and Uber is a fad, Amazon is a one trick pony, print books are 
making a comeback and people just love fossil fuels! 

I think it’s very unlikely we will move completely away from the 
centralised power system we have today anytime in the near future. 
Complete grid defection is a very challenging proposition today and 
for the foreseeable future for several reasons. 

First of all, while it may be possible to be self-sufficient most of 
the time, it is actually quite difficult to create a reliable off-grid 
system at anywhere near the reliability rate of the current grid. The 
issue isn’t day-to-day production and storage; it’s the weekly or 
monthly swings that a consumer may have that would make the 
proposition challenging. 

What if you have a very stormy week, with very little sunshine? 
Would the average consumer be happy with the level of 
conservation required to make it through that period? Likely not. 
Therefore, most people are going to want to maintain a grid 
connection, regardless of how self-sufficient their own system  
may be.

In addition, unique circumstances mean the feasibility of going 
off grid can be quite different from one house to the next. Some 

households may be hindered by very shady conditions, an improper 
roof type or other obstacles. Some may not have the financial 
wherewithal to go off grid. 

In a sense, off gridding could escalate into a social justice issue 
because it could result in the wealthiest consumers and those with 
optimal circumstances going off grid, saddling everyone else with 
the same grid costs spread out over fewer customers. 

Also, many people live in multi-unit housing that could never have 
enough roof space to become self-sufficient. There are solutions to 
these problems, like community solar, but these solutions would still 
require the grid to exist. Therefore, I believe it is highly unlikely we’ll 
see 100 per cent grid independence anytime soon.

That said, I believe it is extremely likely that we’ll see more and 
more energy users becoming ‘prosumers’. In other words, users will 
be in a position to both be consumers and providers of grid power. 
This is a transformational change to how the grid operates and can 
provide tremendous benefits to the grid overall, particularly if we 
adapt regulations and rates to value the services that distributed 
energy resources can provide for the grid. 

If we don’t get the rules right and neglect to create economic 
incentives for households to remain connected as ‘prosumers’,  
then we’re much more likely to head down the path of partial grid 
defection among those who can make it work, and a dirtier, less 
efficient, more costly power system for the rest of us.

SIMON VARDY, MD, UTILITIES 
STRATEGY AUSTRALIA & NEW 
ZEALAND , ACCENTURE: GRID 
DEFECTION IS A LIKELY SCENARIO

MARK HIGGINS, COO, STRATEGEN: 
IT’S IMPROBABLE MOST HOUSEHOLDS 
WILL GO OFF GRID
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For more than 20 years, MPower has delivered products and solutions for off grid 
and hybrid PV systems. 

Today, we continue to offer the best brands with our expert advice. Our team is 
the most experienced in the market and can advise on the most suitable products 
for even the most complex solar system.

 1300 733 004   
info@mpower.com.au

Shop with us online 
www.mpower.com.au

The best people with the 
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Our brands:

“The energy management paradigm of ‘store, shift, trade’ will emerge: 
storing excess daily energy in batteries, shifting consumption to times 
when electricity is cheaper, and then trading stored energy at peak prices. ”

SIMON VARDY
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Will our centralised managed network as we know it cease to exist 
with the majority of people completely off grid? No. Will the 
network of the future be more intelligent, connected and play an 
integrated role with grid generation and storage? Yes.

We have established that the market (high prices/inequitable 
tariff structures), environment (sunshine, space) and economic 
factors (relative prosperity – less than 10 per cent of all solar PVs 
are financed, with 90 cent bought with cash) mean that Australia 
is absolutely ready to embrace this new world.  

The distributors know this inherently, with most of them either 
setting up or exploring new ‘energy services’ businesses. These 
moves are to ensure they do not miss the boat in participating in 
unregulated revenue streams that are likely to emerge as a result 
of new hybrid off-grid solutions. 

Network companies fundamentally understand the need to 
adopt a more ‘off-grid’ approach as the Australian Energy 
Regulator’s recent Electricity Distribution Price Review (EDPR) 
determinations chop operating and capital expenditures. What 
does this mean?  Increasingly, network businesses are trialling 
grid-scale storage to solve failing network build-out economics, 
thereby avoiding traditional augmentation for the pursuing of 
trading/generation opportunities.  

These businesses are acknowledging that centralised generation 
and distribution of electrons is dead and exploring new options is 
the way of the future. Investment banks and energy trading 
houses, too, can see the economic benefits of this trend and the 
market is set to explode. 

For example, the last remaining base-load generation in  
South Australia will be shut down by Alinta Energy in 2016.  
That same state had a recent instance of wholesale prices  
hitting $13,800/MWh. The lure of trading in a market such as  

that to take advantage of these spikes is now within sight, thanks 
to the promise of large grid-scale storage.  

The above is evidence that not only consumers, but business 
owners, network companies, retailers and traders recognise that 
going further off grid to take advantage of distributed generation 
and storage makes perfect sense.

However, not everyone can or should go further off grid.   
Due to climate conditions, there are many places where the  
payoff from solar, storage and associated consumption is unlikely 
to make economic sense. But that’s economic rational 
segmentation 101.  

Victoria, with the lowest sunlight hours, has the lowest solar  
PV penetration, while Queensland and South Australia have the 
highest. No doubt battery storage uptake will lead the way in these 
states. However there are mitigating factors that make the unlikely 
segments candidates for more innovative energy generation and 
storage solutions. 

In Germany for example, some 40 per cent of all solar is 
community-owned. With network companies increasingly looking 
at microgrids as a real option, there will be communities who can 
pool their resources and get access to these off-grid benefits. 

Throw into the mix a recent report commissioned by the City of 
Melbourne titled The Rooftop Project, which states that rooftops in 
central Melbourne make up 880 hectares and there is large 
potential for them to benefit building owners, the community and 
the environment – through spaces for solar energy creation, cool 
roofs and green, vegetated roofs. 

The disadvantaged are seen as being potentially left behind as 
they do not have the financial ability to access the technology.  But 
some network players are now thinking about modest 
subscription-based models, whereby those less fortunate can tap 
into grid-scale storage and obtain the benefits of accessing lower 
cost electricity when prices are high.  

So, while environmental conditions may prevent some from 
accessing the benefits of going off grid, many more can and  
will do as new ‘sharing economy’ business models evolve and  
take hold.

SIMON MEZGER, MD, UTILITIES 
STRATEGY LEAD AUSTRALIA & NEW 
ZEALAND, ACCENTURE: 
DECENTRALISED ENERGY IS THE WAY 
OF THE FUTURE

“Will our centralised managed network as we know it cease to exist  
with the majority of people completely off grid? No.”

“Will the network of the future be more intelligent, connected and  
play an integrated role with grid generation and storage? Yes.”

SIMON MEZGER
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Mr Mezger and Mr Vardy make many very good points. Yes,  
there’s little doubt that renewables and new energy technologies 
like storage are going to transform the electric power sector. 

However, trillions of dollars in fixed infrastructure in the global 
power sector are at stake and the costs that some large fraction 
of society will have to absorb remain. No matter how large a 
segment of the population eventually goes off grid, the stakes  
are too high for regulators and the industry to act as road  
blocks that ultimately push consumers into the binary decision  
of going completely off grid. 

And in fact, Mr Vardy largely proves my point when he  
states that:

But in the last 12 months [the largest retailers] and others have 
roared back to life with their leaders declaring that the only 
growth in the retail electricity industry will come from these 
‘new energy services’ of which battery storage is the game 
changer. They are scrambling to set up their new divisions and 

hiring some of the smartest people in the country to focus on 
things such as solar power purchasing agreements (PPAs) and 
storage options.

Retailers – along with regulators, grid operators,  
generators, and even the vibrant and burgeoning solar and  
home energy management industry – almost universally  
realise that consumers and the environment will benefit  
more from an evolution to a prosumer-friendly grid than one  
that is so anti-choice that consumers are forced into the  
position of only drawing grid power or having to cut the cord  
on the grid entirely. 

There’s no reason consumers shouldn’t have the opportunity to 
receive power from their neighbour’s rooftop PV facility when it’s 
available, and from a central power plant when it’s not. It just 
doesn’t make economic sense to force individuals to buy 
significantly more equipment than they need just to become 
completely self-sufficient, while perfectly useful grid infrastructure 
goes underutilised. 

I therefore believe our future is one of increased consumer 
choice and control, with the majority remaining connected and 
increasingly participating in a vibrant marketplace for clean, 
reliable and affordable energy cleared through the grid. 

MARK HIGGINS: OUR FUTURE IS ONE 
OF INCREASED CONSUMER CHOICE 
AND CONTROL

“Trillions of dollars in fixed infrastructure in the global power sector are  
at stake and the costs that some large fraction of society will have to 
absorb remain.”

MARK HIGGINS
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recover around 95 per cent of the material in 
each battery. Used wet cell (vented) Ni-Cd 
batteries are either recycled within Australia 
or exportediv.

THE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY 
CHALLENGE
Much of the growth in energy storage is 
expected to be taken up by Li-ion batteries, 
which are more complex to recycle than lead 
or nickel-based batteries. This is partly due  
to the wide range of chemistries, which 
include lithium cobalt oxide, lithium 
manganese oxide, lithium iron phosphate  
and a number of other variationsv. 

Most Li-ion batteries are recyclable, 
although reprocessing technologies are still 
being developed and will improve over time. 
Recycling efficiency (materials recovery) 
varies depending on the processes used, 
which can be pyrometallurgical, 
hydrometallurgical, mechanical, or a 
combination of all three. In additional to 
metals recovery, some of the products of  
the recycling process may be sold for road 
construction or fertiliser. Li-ion batteries  
are being collected in Australia and exported 
for recycling in Korea, Singapore, Japan  
or Belgiumvi.  

Most Li-ion batteries are expected to have 
a lifespan of between five and ten years, so 
they will start to enter the waste stream in 
large quantities from around 2020. A recent 
report to the Australian Government 
estimated that the quantity of used Li-ion 
batteries will increase by an average of 12 per 
cent a year over the next 20 years, from 
around 8,000 tonnes to 154,000 tonnes. The 
authors recommend that ‘The potential 
hazards posed by lithium-ion batteries, and 
the best means of managing these hazards, 
needs further assessment’vii.

Some of the challenges involved in recycling 
Li-ion batteries include the following:
• Batteries are being redesigned to remove 

the costliest constituents, such as cobalt. 
This reduces their commercial value  
to recyclers.

• The range of battery chemistries  
and ongoing product developments  
make it difficult for recyclers to accept  
all chemistries.

• The relatively low commercial value of the 
components, and the costs of collection, 
transport and recycling, means that 
someone needs to pay for the batteries to 
be recycled (in contrast to ULAB, which 
have a commercial value).

Dr Helen Lewis, 
Chief Executive, 
Australian Battery 
Recycling 
Initiative.

The size of the Australian energy storage 
market is expected to grow significantly 

between 2016 and 2020i. The anticipated 
increase in the number of batteries installed 
in homes and businesses over the next 5–10 
years will present a number of challenges for 
their management at the end of their life. 
These challenges include the development of 
an adequate infrastructure for collection and 
recycling, as well as education to ensure that 
any risks associated with handling lithium-
ion (Li-ion) batteries are understood and 

managed appropriately. 

BATTERY CHEMISTRY AND 
RECYCLABILITY
Most batteries are technically recyclable, but 
the recycling industry is lagging behind the 
rapid development of new technologies, 
particularly Li-ion. Organisations involved in 
product and market development for energy 
storage are focused on battery performance 
and cost, while paying inadequate attention to 
the total life cycle.

Recycling batteries at the end of their life 
has a number of benefits:
• It enables the recovery and reuse of 

materials including lead, iron, plastics, 
aluminium, copper, lithium, cobalt and 
electrolyte.

• It diverts toxic and hazardous materials 
from landfill.

• It ensures that batteries are managed 
safely.

• It may result in a financial return 
(depending on the battery type).

LEAD-ACID BATTERIES
Lead-acid batteries have a long history in 
automotive and industrial applications.  
While Li-ion batteries are receiving a lot  
of the publicity around energy storage,  
lead-acid batteries are still the most 
commonly usedii. Advances in lead-acid 
technology mean they will continue to have 
a future in energy storage.   

There are well-established systems for 
collection and recycling of used lead-acid 
batteries (ULAB). These are collected by 

specialist battery collectors/recyclers as well 
as scrap metal dealers. Reprocessing is 
undertaken within Australia by a number of 
companies, and some are exported to Korea. 
A list of Australian Battery Recycling Initiative 
(ABRI) members that collect or recycle 
batteries is available on the ABRI website: 
www.batteryrecycling.org.au 

The recycling rate for used lead-acid 
batteries is estimated to be between 80 and 
90 per cent. More than 90 per cent of the 
material in a lead-acid battery can be 
recycled, including the lead, lead oxide and 
polypropylene plastic. The electrolyte is 
either treated for safe disposal or recycled.

ABRI has published guidelines on safe 
transport, storage, handling and packaging  
of ULABiii. 

NICKEL-BASED BATTERIES
Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) and nickel-metal 
hydride (NiMH) batteries are also highly 
recyclable, although there is no reliable data 
on the recycling rate in Australia. Recyclers 

Dr Helen Lewis is the Chief Executive of 
the Australian Battery Recycling Initiative, 
a not-for-profit association established in 
2008 to promote increased recycling of 
all battery types. Its members include 
battery manufacturers and retailers, 
recyclers, government agencies and 
environmental organisations.

With the storage market set to boom, and some batteries having an expected lifespan of just five 
years, there is growing concern about what will happen to all those spent batteries. 

BATTERY RECYCLING:  
ARE WE READY?
by Dr Helen Lewis, Chief Executive, Australian Battery Recycling Initiative 
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Below: Used lead-acid batteries are highly sought  
after for their valuable components, and the  
recycling rate is correspondingly high. Photo courtesy 
of GNB Industrial Power.

Most Li-ion batteries 
are recyclable, although 
reprocessing 
technologies are still 
being developed and 
will improve over time. 
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PLANNING FOR END-OF-LIFE
Manufacturers, retailers, installers and 
consumers all have a responsibility to ensure 
that batteries, particularly those that contain 
hazardous or toxic materials, do not end up in 
landfill (or worse). 

It’s not enough to say that a battery, or the 
material contained in it, is recyclable. 
Someone has to make sure there is a system 
to take those batteries back, to take them 
apart, and to recover those materials. Where 
there is no commercial value in recycling the 
batteries, someone has to be someone willing 
to pay for recycling, including collection, 
sorting and processing. 

For installers and consumers, there are a 
couple of ways to help ensure batteries  
are recycled:
1. When buying a battery system, ensure 

that the batteries can be recycled at the 
end of their life. Ask the manufacturer or 
distributer if they will take back used 
batteries for recycling.

2. At the end of a battery’s life, choose a 
responsible and appropriately licensed 
company to collect, transport and/or 
recycle them. Here are some important 
questions to ask:

 » Does the company have a license  
to collect, transport and recycle  
or dispose of the battery, and/or 
have development consent for  
the activity? 

 » Does the company have third-party 
accreditation or are they a member 
of an industry body? ABRI members 
must comply with a Code of Conduct 
for responsible recycling.

 » Has the company explained what 
happens to the batteries they 
collect? Ask them to provide you 
with a recycling certificate that 
nominates the method and 
destination for recycling. 

NEXT STEPS FOR PRODUCT 
STEWARDSHIP
A lot more work needs to be done to ensure 
there is a pathway and appropriate systems in 
place for recovery of all energy storage 
batteries when they have reached end of life.

ABRI is a not-for-profit association of 
companies and organisations committed to 
responsible recycling of all batteries. We are 
working with the Clean Energy Council and 
other stakeholders to ensure that product 
stewardship and responsible recycling are 
considered at this early stage of development, 
rather than in years to come when used 
batteries start to enter the waste stream in 
large numbers. 

This will require action in a number of 
areas. There needs to be greater awareness 
of the health and safety risks, regulatory 
requirements, and appropriate management 
practices for used batteries, particularly for 
Li-ion batteries. The various stakeholders 
including manufacturers, distributors, 
consumers, recyclers and government 
agencies need to work together to improve 
the infrastructure for collection and recycling 
to ensure adequate and appropriate 
management options are available. Action 
now will ensure that industry and 
governments will be well placed to meet the 
future need for safe management of these 
batteries at the end of their life.

And finally, unless manufacturers and 
distributors take voluntary responsibility for 
taking back and recycling used batteries, 
some form of regulation may be required. 
There are a number of potential avenues  
for this including landfill bans or regulation 
under the Product Stewardship Act (2011). 

STORAGE

“Manufacturers, 
retailers, installers and 
consumers all have a 
responsibility to ensure  
that batteries do not 
end up in landfill.”

i. Simon, Brett (2015) ‘The Australian downstream energy market: downstream drivers and opportunities’, GTM Research
ii. CSIRO (2015), Energy storage safety, Report to Clean Energy Council, Melbourne 
iii. www.batteryrecycling.org.au/recycling/automotive-batteries
iv. For a list of recyclers see www.batteryrecycling.org.au/recycling/nickel-cadmium-batteries
v. For a summary of battery technologies see CSIRO (2015)
vi. Companies that have an export permit or are applying for a permit to export Li-ion batteries are listed at www.batteryrecycling.org.au/recycling/lithium-ion-batteries
vii. Blue Environment, ASCEND and REC (2015), Hazardous waste infrastructure needs and capacity assessment, Report to Department of the Environment

For more information on ABRI see 
www.batteryrecycling.org.au 
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produced at the site – that was awarded under 
the ACT’s Wind Auction announcement in 
February 2015. 

RES Australia Chief Operating Officer  
Matt Rebbeck calls the ACT process “the 
catalyst for securing investors for the  
Ararat Wind Farm”. 

Australian Wind Alliance National 
Coordinator Andrew Bray says there is an 
estimated 3,800 MW of new renewable 
generation that needs to kick off in the next 
12 months, making it essential that project 
finance starts flowing very soon. 

“It remains to be seen whether the CEFC 
co-investment in this project will be repeated 
but if project finance remains blocked, there 
will be a clear case for them to re-enter the 
market as they have done with Ararat.”

RESOURCE-RICH LOCATION
RES identified the hills around Ararat as a 
suitable location for a wind farm in 2007. The 

project was submitted to the Minister for 
Planning in January 2010 and was approved 
in October 2010. Further planning applications 
for the grid route and substation to connect 
the wind farm to the main transmission 
network were approved in 2012. 

Situated approximately 180 km northwest 
of Melbourne and between 9 km and 17 km 
northeast of Ararat, the wind farm site lies on 

high ground. Mr Rebbeck says the company’s 
investigations had confirmed the site’s 
excellent wind resources.

“The layout of the wind farm has been 
designed to take into account all we have 
learned from carrying out extensive 
environmental studies on the site and by 
listening to the issues raised by the local 
community and consultees in response to  
our application.”

CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE
Led by GE and Downer, construction of the 
Ararat Wind Farm started in August 2015, 
beginning with the intersection upgrades on 
the Pyrenees Highway at Woodlands Road and 
Hopkins River Road. This phase marked the 
commencement of construction on the wind 
farm project site, providing the main access to 
the substation and construction compound. 

The wind farm will comprise of 75 of GE’s 
latest state-of-the-art 3.2 MW turbines, each 

with a blade tip height of up to 135 m. There 
are currently five turbines proposed within 
Northern Grampians Shire and 70 within 
Ararat Rural City Council. 

Transmission Operations Australia will 
construct the transmission line to connect to 
the existing AusNet Services transmission 
network. RES is also working in partnership 
with Windlab, who will be managing the wind 
farm during its operational period. 

First power is expected to be delivered  
to the grid in September 2016. Construction 
on the project will be completed by April 2017, 
with the farm set to have a life span  
of 25 years. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
PRIORITISED
RES Australia designed and implemented a 
tailored community engagement plan to 
manage community engagement activities 
until the start of operation, after which 
Windlab will take responsibility as part of its 
asset management role. 

Ararat Wind Farm has achieved the 
accolade of being the third largest wind 

farm in Australia, attracting almost half a 
billion dollars of direct international 

investment into Victoria. Developed by RES 
Australia, it is a $450 million project co-
owned by shareholders RES, GE, Partners 
Group and OPTrust. 

In early December, the wind farm secured 
$67 million from the Clean Energy Finance 
Corporation (CEFC) – a sign that the Federal 
Government has loosened its obstructive 
stance on wind investment, just months after 

the Abbott Government issued a directive to 
stop the CEFC from investing in wind and 
small-scale solar. 

The CEFC’s finance falls under a five-year 

$276 million senior secured debt financing 
package, which was supplied by a consortium 
that also includes Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corporation and Export Development Canada. 

However, the project was only made 
possible in the first place through a power 
purchase agreement (PPA) with the ACT 
Government – guaranteeing the purchase of 
approximately 40 per cent of the energy 

The 240 MW Ararat Wind Farm was the first major wind contract to be signed following  
restored bipartisan support for the Renewable Energy Target (RET) and provides a framework  
for large-scale projects in Australia. 

ARARAT WIND FARM  
A BLUEPRINT FOR  
LARGE-SCALE WIND 

WINDWIND

Ararat Wind Farm awarded  
ACT Feed-In Tariff

FEBRUARY 2015 

AUGUST 2015 

SEPTEMBER 2016 

JUNE 2015 

DECEMBER 2015 

APRIL 2017 

RES announces contract for  
the supply of 75 wind turbines

Construction starts

Debt financing package 
announced

First power to be delivered  
to the grid 

Construction expected  
to be completed

A

B C

A: Looking south from Turbine 7, the highest point of the 
Ararat Wind Farm at 560 m above sea level, toward 
Mount Langi Ghiran. Photo by John Lawlor, AECOM Site 
Representative.

B: Wind Farm Sub Station benching taking shape – 33 kV 
collector cable circuits from the turbines will be 
transformed into a 132 kV overhead line at this location 
for overhead transmission to Elmhurst.

C: Representatives of the project investment group 
inspecting the site following the opening ceremony on 
27 November.
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“This engagement plan adopts a five-step 
public engagement process of inform, 
consult, involve, collaborate and empower,” 
says Mr Rebbeck. 

“Practically, this has culminated in the 
establishment of sound working relationships 
with landowners and regular and ongoing 
support of local community-based activities.”

Mr Bray says RES Australia has engaged 
transparently and openly – building trust 
across the community and providing a 
precedent for future wind projects. 

“Ararat had a very positive experience with 
the Challicum Hills Wind Farm and even a 
decade on, this still counts for a lot. 

“Ararat Rural City Council has been a real 
champion of this project and its leadership 
has made a big difference.”

The project has also established a local 
community fund, which will provide over  
$2 million in support of the Ararat and 
surrounding communities over the lifetime of 
the wind farm. 

Annual payments of approximately 
$75,000 will be made into the fund from the 
wind farm revenues, which will support local 
causes. The fund will be managed by a panel 
drawn from the participating councils and the 
community to ensure that local residents 
decide of which projects are to be supported. 

The fund continues for the life of the  
wind farm. 

“RES has also established a Community 
Liaison Group that meets bi-monthly to 
ensure regular feedback on construction 
progress and identification of potential 
issues,” adds Mr Rebbeck.

“In addition, RES maintains a dedicated 
Ararat Wind Farm website and free phone 
contact line for provision of feedback and 
information to the community. Photos of 
construction progress are also regularly 
uploaded to Instagram.”

POSITIVE LOCAL IMPACTS
Mr Rebbeck says the flow-on effects of the 
wind farm’s construction are significant, with 
the project expected to deliver environmental, 
social and economic benefits to the regional 
economies of Northern Grampians and Ararat 

as well as the Pyrenees Shire Council, which 
is hosting the substation. 

It will employ around 165 workers directly 
in the construction phase, another 120 
indirectly, and is expected to inject at least 
$7–8 million into the local economy over two 
years. It will also provide drought-proof 
income for landowners for 25 years. 

“The project will also unlock millions of 
dollars of new investment within the region.”

To date, the Ararat Wind Farm has awarded 
almost $10 million in contracts to local and 
Victorian-based businesses for plant, supplies 
and construction contracts. 

Recent announcements have included  
$3 million in civil and construction supply 
contracts for firms in Ballarat and Horsham, 
such as Millers Civil Contractors, Mansfield 
Crushing and MKM Constructions.

Millers Civil Contractors provided the initial 
earthworks, which involves the construction 
of the main access track to the wind farm 
substation and the main compound. 
Meanwhile, Mansfield Crushing is the rock, 

drill, blast, sort and haulage subcontractor, 
while MKM Constructions will manufacture 
and install the on-site offices and workshops. 

In August, an order for the manufacturing 
of 35 wind turbine towers was awarded 
Keppel Prince in Portland, Victoria. 

At the time of the Keppel Prince 
announcement, Mayor of Ararat Paul Hooper 
said he was pleased to see a rural municipality 
receive economic and employment benefits 
from the project. 

“Wind farms, by their very nature, benefit 
rural communities as they can only be built in 
rural areas. 

“In the lead up to the resolution of the RET, 
we constantly advocated and demonstrated 
to the Federal Government the economic 
benefits to rural communities that wind farms 
can provide.”

A $4 million contract was let in October, 
with Victorian-based Wilson Transformer 
Company to supply two power transformers 
for the electrical substation.

“The purpose-built power transformers  
will be installed in the wind farm electrical 
substation and will be used to covert the  
33 kV farm electrical collector network to  
132 kV for transmission to the electricity grid 
at Elmhurst,” said Mr Rebbeck. 

The wind farm will produce enough 
electricity to power around 120,000 homes 
per annum, approximately six per cent of 
Victoria’s households, and Mr Rebbeck thinks 
the timing of the wind farm bodes well for the 
future of the industry. 

“The timing of the Ararat Wind Farm 
project aligns with the greater confidence 
around Australia’s RET, which requires a 
substantial build out of renewables in the 
foreseeable future.”

Mr Bray expects the recent Paris global 
agreement to signal the beginning of the end 
for the fossil fuel electricity sector. 

“Wind energy is ready to step up and take a 
much larger share of Australia’s electricity 
generation market.” 

WIND

D: From left: RES 
Construction Manager for 
the Ararat Wind Farm 
Justin Howes, RES 
General  Manager for  
the Ararat Wind Farm 
Stuart Liddell, Chief 
Operating Officer Matt 
Rebbeck, Ararat Wind 
Farm Communications 
and Company Services 
Manager Tanya Jackson 
and RES Asia Pacific Chief 
Executive David Povall. 

D

THE TRANSFORMER  
PEOPLE

FOR LIFE
BUILT SMART

THE TRANSFORMER SOLUTION SPECIALIST

Established in 1933 with a proud history, Wilson Transformer Company is a 
leading specialist in the delivery of transformer solutions to a wide variety of 
industries and customers around the world, including hydro power stations, 
solar applications and wind farms.

For more information visit www.wtc.com.au and follow us on

We design and manufacture transformers to suit both Medium Voltage (MV) 
and High Voltage (HV) substation applications. Our designs are optimised 
according to parameters such as generation profile, feed in tariff, corrosive 
environment, wind profile, project design life, expected revenue per kWh and 
cost of capital.

“ We are proud of our 
product performance in 
the field”

“We are proud of our 
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WIND

Alicia Webb, Policy 
Manager, Clean 
Energy Council.

Alicia Webb spent several years as a wind 
engineer before she started working on 
wind energy policy for the CEC. She 
started her career as a project assistant 
for Vestas on the construction of a 
Victorian wind farm, before spending 
several years as a technical wind energy 
consultant specialising in wind 
monitoring and energy resource analysis. 

That process, together with the Senate 
Select Committee on Wind Farms report in 

August, led to the announcement of the new 
National Wind Farm Commissioner Andrew 
Dyer and an Independent Scientific Panel 
investigating wind farm noise and health. 

The ACT implemented the first round of its 
reverse auction for 200 MW of new wind 
power, which provided a crucial kick start for 
projects in an uncertain investment 
environment while the RET was being 
reviewed. The result of ACT’s second round is 
soon to be announced (at the time of writing, 
we’re not sure who the lucky winners are). 

Other state governments keen to get their 
share of wind energy investment have started 
talking about similar schemes. Late in 2015, 
Victoria announced an upcoming 100 MW 
renewable energy tender, and South Australia 
pushed the envelope by committing to zero 
net emissions by 2050 (on top of its 
ambitious renewable energy target of  
50 per cent by 2025).

Both Queensland and New South Wales 
spent the second half of 2015 working away at 
their wind farm guidelines. When Queensland’s 
wind farm code is implemented early this year, 
it will be the first guideline of its kind for the 
state. And believe it or not, the draft wind farm 
guidelines released by the New South Wales 
Government on Christmas Eve 2011 are yet to  
be finalised. The wind industry is excited to  

see what these two important states do to 
grab their slice of the multi-billion dollar 
renewable energy pie.

PUBLIC SUPPORT A FOCUS IN 2016
The Clean Energy Council is expecting a big 
2016 for the wind industry, with new projects 
signing deals and construction getting into full 
swing. In the second half of last year, the Clean 
Energy Council’s wind members sat down and 
talked strategy for the road ahead. While wind 
energy enjoys broad support across Australia 
– including in the regions in which wind farms 
are situated – the industry knows it can’t afford 
to take this support for granted. 

One of the CEC’s strategic projects for 2016 
is to evaluate community engagement 
practices, a project we hope to undertake in 

collaboration with the Community Power 
Agency and Embark. Since the CEC and our 
members published guidelines for community 
engagement in 2012, there has been little 
research to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
various on-the-ground approaches. 

An upcoming evaluation project will focus 
on establishing an understanding of the most 
effective community engagement practices, 
allowing companies to concentrate their 
resources into techniques that provide the 
greatest social and economic value to 
communities – and ultimately provide the 
biggest bang for buck for wind companies. 

Last year was a big one for wind power – although it was definitely a mixed bag for the industry. 
After several high-profile, on-air gaffes by our former Prime Minister, the amended Renewable 
Energy Target (RET) was passed by the Australian Parliament in June, ending much of the 
political uncertainty that had dogged the industry since the beginning of 2014. WHAT DOES 2016 HOLD 

FOR THE WIND ENERGY 
INDUSTRY? 
by Alicia Webb, Policy Manager, Clean Energy Council

WIND

“While wind energy enjoys broad support across Australia the industry 
knows it can’t afford to take this support for granted.”

Left: The 140.7 MW 
Capital Wind Farm located 
near Bungendore in New 
South Wales.
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One of the themes in the Senate Inquiry last 
year was a perceived lack of transparency. 
While a lot of information about our wind 
projects is already available online, we know 
that there’s always room for improvement.  
The industry will take stock of what data are 
already available, what we can produce to help 
people better understand our sector and, most 
importantly, how we can present that more 
helpfully to a public audience.

A clear trend in recent wind projects is 
innovation in sharing the benefits. Following 
the excellent example of Windlab’s award-
winning Coonooer Bridge Wind Farm in 
northwest Victoria, the industry is looking at 
ways to more fully involve neighbours in 

projects. One of many trendsetters, 
Trustpower’s proposed Palmer Wind Farm in 
South Australia is trialling a new neighbour 
benefit agreement scheme.

Analysis has shown that wind projects 
inject substantial direct and indirect economic 
benefits into local communities, both during 
the construction and the ongoing operational 
phase of the wind farm. 

We’re confident that by getting on with 
building renewable energy projects and 
improving our community engagement and 
benefit sharing practices, we’ll be able to 
retain our huge support from the Australian 
community, especially those living near  
wind projects. 

WIND

WIND INDUSTRY FORUM, 17 MARCH 2016, MELBOURNE

The Wind Industry Forum is Australia’s only technical event for the wind 
industry. Aimed at the hundreds of Australians who design, plan, build and 
operate our wind farms, the event brings together experts from a range of 
fields to share ideas and continually improve our industry. 

Visit www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events for more information.

“A clear trend in recent 
wind projects is 
innovation in sharing 
the benefits.”

Above: Pacific Hydro’s Clements Gap Wind Farm in 
South Australia.

THE AUSTRALIAN ENERGY 
STORAGE E-GUIDE

A resource for solar system designers, 
installers and retailers

SPONSORED BY

IN COLLABORATION WITH

ARE YOU READY FOR STORAGE?
Download the latest e-guide, written by Global 

Sustainable Energy Solutions.

Available for FREE via the EcoGeneration online shop:  
www.ecogeneration.com.au/shop

ECO_AusEnergyStorage_Eguide_FP.indd   1 14/01/2016   12:11 pm
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Yale Carden, 
Managing Director, 
GeoExchange.

Yale Carden is the Founder and Managing 
Director of GeoExchange Australia.  
He has 20 years’ experience in the 
sustainability sector, the past 10 of  
which have been specifically in 
geoexchange systems. A member and 
certified installer with the International 
Ground Source Heat Pump Association, 
Mr Carden advises the public and private 
sector across Asia Pacific.

THERMAL POTENTIAL AND ENERGY 
PRODUCTIVITY
The unique nature of geoexchange systems is 
such that the heat source/sink is not always 
the ground. Successful systems have also 
used surface water bodies, groundwater 
aquifers, adjacent buildings with 
complementary thermal profiles, building 
foundations, and sewer and water 
infrastructure. The common feature of each 
of these is the availability of relatively 
constant, stable temperatures that are 
typically associated with desired internal 
room temperatures.

This introduces the concept of thermal 
potential as a way of optimising the efficiency 
of heating and cooling systems. That is, what 
is the available thermal energy in a given 
location that can be utilised for heating/
cooling a building or a group of buildings? 

Thermal potential includes heat sources, 
heat sinks and thermal storage. It can include 
a hybridised approach between different 
thermal sources listed above – comprising 
conventional systems that utilise ambient air. 
Such hybridisation, coupled with optimised 
control strategies, allows a building to select 
the most appropriate thermal source at any 
given time to optimise efficiency and reduce 
operating costs. 

Building operating costs can be reduced 
further with on-site renewable energy 
generation and either/both electrical and 
thermal energy storage. That is, produce the 
heat/cool at an optimum time depending on 
the cost of power and temperature of thermal 
source, and then use either or both energy 
storage systems when energy generation and 
thermal load do not perfectly align.

In much the same way that energy potential 
is used to identify the optimal renewable 
energy project for a specific location, thermal 
potential enables a system designer to identify 
the optimal heat source, heat sink or thermal 
storage for a specific building or buildings. 

It is in this combination of on-site 
renewable energy and the localised use of 
thermal energy where the greatest benefits 
to energy productivity exist. This combination 
enables a building or connected buildings to 
obtain the most value for each kW produced, 
while also significantly reducing the carbon 
emissions associated with each kW generated 
for that value output. 

Commonly referred to as geothermal 
heating and cooling or geothermal heat 

pumps, geoexchange technology is not a 
function of geothermal heat. Instead, it 
utilises stored solar energy in the ground or  
a water body. As these temperatures are 
closely associated with the average ambient 
air temperature, geoexchange enables the 
system to act as a heat source (heating), a 
heat sink (cooling) or as thermal storage. 

To avoid confusion with geothermal 
electrical energy, this technology is often 
referred to as geoexchange heating and 
cooling or ground source heat pump systems 
– whereas most conventional heating and 
cooling systems can be considered to be air 
source heat pumps as they utilise the 
ambient air as the thermal source.

Rather than producing supply-side 
renewable electrical energy, geoexchange  
is reducing energy consumption by 
producing renewable thermal energy.  
It was identified as a top 10 energy 
productivity technology in the 2015 
ClimateWorks Australia report titled 
Australia’s Energy Productivity Potential: 
Energy’s Growing Role in Australia’s 
Productivity and Competitiveness. 

Given that the built environment 
contributes to 45 per cent of our energy 
usage, according to a 2012 pitt&sherry 
report titled Baseline Energy Consumption 
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 
Commercial Buildings in Australia, 
geoexchange has the capacity to provide 
significant energy reductions. 

THE GEOEXCHANGE APPROACH
Conceptually, the operation of the 
geoexchange system itself is simple. In much 
the same way that our ancestors avoided 
surface temperature extremes by living 
underground in comparatively moderate 

temperature caves, a geoexchange system 
enables individual or connected buildings to 
access this underground resource for its own 
heating or cooling needs.

To achieve this, a geoexchange system 
(Figure 1, page 55) consists of: 
• a ground heat exchanger (GHX) that 

provides the thermal connection through 
the heat source/sink (usually the ground) 

• a ground source heat pump (GSHP),  
the heat pump or air-conditioning unit 
that delivers the heat or cooling into  
the building.

Geoexchange technology has been 
successfully applied to residential and 
commercial projects across the country, with 
pioneering systems at Geoscience Australia, 
Lithgow Hospital and Wagga Wagga City 
Council installed in the mid-90s still 
operating as efficiently today as when they 
were installed. 

Some of these installations are now 
replacing their GSHPs with modern and more 
efficient models, while the GHX continues as 
the foundation of the system’s efficient 
operation and will do so for many generations 
of GSHPs.

Recent geoexchange installations – such 
as the Riverina Highlands Building for Tumut 
Shire Council and the Sustainable Buildings 
Research Centre for the University of 
Wollongong – are coupled with on-site solar 
PV systems. This coupling of technologies 
further enhances energy productivity 
through both local renewable energy 
generation and the high efficiency of 
geoexchange as a demand-side measure. 
The end result is that Tumut Shire Council 
has reduced its annual electricity usage by 
up to 70 per cent and its peak electrical load 
by 75 per cent, while the Sustainable 
Buildings Research Centre is a net exporter 
of electricity. 

The potential of geothermal as a source of renewable electrical energy in Australia has waned in 
recent years as technical and financial complexities impede its progress, but another form of 
‘geothermal’ energy has been successfully improving the energy productivity of buildings around 
the country – geoexchange technology. 

THERMAL POTENTIAL HAILED 
AS THE NEXT BIG THING 
by Yale Carden, Managing Director, GeoExchange 

GEOTHERMALGEOTHERMAL

• Solar Installations / Construction

• Procurement

• Engineering

• Project Management

• Recruitment / Search

• Labour Hire

• Consulting

Ph: +61(0)2 8332 6131
www.bluestreamaustralia.com

COMMUNITY FOCUSED RENEWABLE ENERGY SERVICES

“Rather than producing 
supply-side renewable 
electrical energy, 
geoexchange is 
reducing energy 
consumption by 
producing renewable 
thermal energy.”

“It is in this combination 
of on-site renewable 
energy and the localised 
use of thermal energy 
where the greatest 
benefits to energy 
productivity exist.”

Figure 1: a commercial 
building with a vertical 
borehole ground heat 
exchanger.

FIGURE 1
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EcoGeneration talks to environmental and social scientist, financier and media commentator 
Jemma Green. 

I got my first big break in the renewables industry halfway through my 11 years working as an 
investment banker in London. I was studying part time, completing a postgraduate diploma in 
sustainability at Cambridge University. Having shown an interest in the subject, I was asked to help 
set up J.P. Morgan’s Global Environmental and Social Risk Management office. While working full 
time, I completed two postgraduate diplomas and a Masters in Sustainability at Cambridge. I then 
decided to return to Perth.

Back home in Perth, I am a founding board director and shareholder of Future Super, Australia’s 
first fossil fuel-free superannuation fund. I work in a pro bono capacity on the Advisory Boards of 
Carbon Tracker and 1 Million Women. I started a consultancy called The Green Enterprise to provide 
strategic advice around commercial sustainability trends. I work part time as a Research Fellow at 
Curtin University. In October, I was elected as an independent councillor at the City of Perth. 

My doctorate revolves around disruptive innovation. I looked at developing solar and battery 
storage in strata developments. Although we have 1.4 million households with rooftop solar, there 
are hardly any in strata housing because they are often tenanted. Investors and owners don’t want 
to invest in solar because it only benefits the tenants. My idea was to develop a solar storage 
microgrid where tenants pay electricity bills to the strata company instead of the utility, so that this 
becomes a supplementary income stream for landlords on top of rent and an additional justification 
for solar and batteries. It’s an Australian first. 

As Perth City Council councillor, I’m passionate about contributing to Perth’s liveability and 
economic diversification. When companies decide where to set up offices, they make their decisions 
based on how easy it is to attract talent; this is helped by liveable city infrastructure such as light 
rail, walkability, trees, and other amenities. Perth has a resources industry, and that’s fantastic, but 
we need to build resilience and diversification into our economy. 

I juggle everything that I do by thinking of my roles as a series of small tasks that I perform every 
day. My passion gives me energy and motivates me. Thanks to the support of my amazing husband, 
I am able to do the work that I do. My motto is: Be kind. Be fearless. Be flexible. Be persistent. And 
above all, be yourself.

I see my top achievement as overcoming the barriers to solar storage microgrid for strata 
developments in Australia. There were more than 150 developers at our inaugural launch, hosted 
by The Property Council and LandCorp. Because of the interest generated by the project, we’re now 
doing large-scale trials. People want to deploy this to the mainstream. 

Women are key to the climate change solution. 1 Million Women is a fantastic charity that shows 
how women have a lot of power because they are the ones primarily in charge of purchasing 
decisions. Spending patterns and habits can change the emissions reduction outcome. 

Renewables is now a relevant conversation for investors. As countries implement more 
restrictions on carbon emissions and markets move to renewables, the valuation of companies will 
be impacted. The question we have to answer is: which businesses are most at risk and what does it 
mean for investors tied to those assets? This has now moved into mainstream financial analysis 
and is a material risk factor. 

Australia is uniquely placed to position itself at the leading edge of what’s going on around the 
transformation of the energy system. We have lots of sun, high electricity prices and the cost of 
buying renewables is cheaper than America due to our proximity to China. 

The part of the Australian renewables industry that most excites me is storage – it has been 
the missing link for renewables. We’ve only been able to have solar power when the sun is shining. 
What storage offers is 24/7 renewable power. This is a game-changer. 

My role models are Christiana Figueres, the Executive Secretary of the UN Framework Convention, 
and Elon Musk, Tesla’s Founder and Chief Executive.

If I wasn’t in my role, I would intermix my passion for energy with stints that involve living in Italy, 
learning how to cook all the regional dishes and hiking to work off the food! 

5 MINUTES  
WITH JEMMA GREEN

5 MINUTES WITH

Jemma Green works in the field of 
disruptive innovation. She is a founding 
board member and shareholder in retail 
superannuation fund Future Super. At 
Curtin University, she is responsible for 
industry research relating to 
infrastructure, energy, carbon, 
sustainability and climate-related 
business risks. It was during her work 
with J.P. Morgan’s Global Environmental 
and Social Risk Management business 
that she realised the full potential for 
increasing ethics and responsibility in 
corporate organisations. 
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Yasmina Dkhissi, 
postdoctoral 
researcher, 
Monash 
University.

Yasmina Dkhissi is a postdoctoral 
researcher at Monash University in the 
field of perovskite/Si tandem 
photovoltaics. She holds a PhD from the 
University of Melbourne on flexible thin 
film solar cells. 

As much as people love the idea of solar 
power, the fact is that clean energy also 

has to be cheap if it’s going to compete 
against fossil fuel generation. It is fortunate 
then that, despite a lack of consistent political 
support, the price of crystalline silicon (c-Si) 
PV modules – which accounts for the vast 
majority of PV systems around the world – 
has plummeted in the past four decades. 
Technological innovation, market competition 
and economies of scale have driven the 
module cost down from more than US$50 per 
peak watt production in 1976 to less than 
US$0.70 on average in 2015. 

But these PV modules first have to be 
fabricated, and this requires an initial energy 
input, which comes with an ecological 
footprint. Manufacturing c-Si PV involves 
high-temperature processes as well as 
environmentally unfriendly chemicals, which 
affect the energy payback time of these 
modules. A recent study from the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Solar Energy Systems estimated 
the energy payback time of current c-Si PV is 
two years on average. 

WHY IS PEROVSKITE PV 
ATTRACTING SO MUCH INTEREST?
What if we could produce PV modules at a 
lower cost and with less energy? This is the 
prospect that low-cost thin films offer. Imagine 
your solar panels were printed in the way bank 
notes are in Australia. Once freed from their 
high-temperature processing and rigid nature, 
solar panels could gain flexibility and offer new 
potential applications ranging from consumer 
electronics to solar powered textiles, all at a 
very low cost. However, historically there has 
always been a trade-off between panel 
efficiency and module energy cost. Despite 
their promise for low processing cost, the 
efficiency of organic (OPV) and dye-sensitised 
solar cells (DSC) remains low (10-12 per cent) 

compared to that of c-Si PV (25 per cent). This 
is where the perovskite PV technology could 
become a game changer.

WHAT IS PEROVSKITE PV?
When people talk about ‘perovskite solar 
cells’, they are referring to the device’s 
photoactive layer, and particularly to the 

There’s been a lot of excitement about perovskite-based solar technology lately, with some 
observers already declaring it the future of solar PV. So, are silicon PV’s days really numbered?

PEROVSKITE PV
by Yasmina Dkhissi, postdoctoral researcher, Monash University

EVERYTHING YOU  
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

Right: Perovskite 
modules undergoing 
accelerated stress 
testing. © Tracy 
Benillouz/Dyesol.
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as on encapsulation techniques to create an 
effective barrier between the module and its 
environment. Using current encapsulation 
techniques, perovskite PV has only been able 
to demonstrate stability over a few months 
so far. This means that there is still 
significant progress to be made to meet the 
20-year lifetimes of silicon PV.

This technology is still at a very early stage. 
This is particularly true because most 
techniques used to fabricate these devices 
are lab-oriented and cannot be employed to 
produce large-scale devices. Extraordinary 
efficiencies have been reported, but these 
usually concern devices of less than 0.25 cm2 
in size. Is it really fair to compare the 
efficiency of these tiny devices to that of  
>143 cm2 c-Si PV modules? This doesn’t mean 
that suitable manufacturing techniques – such 

as printing – are not possible. But they have 
not been able to give ‘record’ efficiencies that 
make the headlines yet. 

To transform innovative technologies into 
successful business stories, all these practical 
industrial concerns need to be thoroughly 
addressed, and this requires funding. 
Companies like Oxford PV in the UK or Dyesol 
in Australia are investing in perovskite PV and 
pushing for its commercialisation. The 
Australian Renewable Energy Agency recently 
showed its support with the announcement of 
$892,000 for the testing of perovskite solar 
cell performance. And hopefully there will be 
more to come!

WHAT CAN BE DONE IN THE 
MEANTIME?
Perovskites have the potential to reconcile 
the low-cost PV and c-Si PV technologies by, 
for example, targeting different segments of 
the market. Crystalline silicon PV is well 

established and is likely to remain the 
favourite technology for rooftop 
applications. Because of their lightweight 

and flexible nature, perovskite PV cells are 
more suitable for consumer driven 
electronics. Thanks to their semi-
transparency, they could also become an 
ideal candidate for integrated building 
applications. What’s more, rather than 
competing, these technologies could take 
advantage of each other. In tandem 
perovskite/Si PV, the perovskite material  
can be cleverly tuned to absorb parts of the 
light spectrum that are normally not 
converted into electricity by c-Si PV. This 
would lead to an overall increase of the 
module efficiency with a low additional 
manufacturing cost. 

There is great potential for collaboration 
between perovskite and c-Si PV researchers. 
Whether through collaboration or 
competition, the PV module price will carry 
on going down, becoming more accessible 
for people who can’t afford and wish to have 
access to a cleaner form of energy. 

crystal structure of the material constituting 
this layer. These ‘perovskites’ have the same 
crystallographic arrangement as a mineral 
called ‘calcium titanate’, but, contrary to what 
has sometimes been reported, this mineral is 
never present in a solar cell. The perovskites 
we’re talking about are actually hybrid 
organic-inorganic halide analogues of calcium 
titanate – but rather than dragging around an 
expression like ‘solar cells using hybrid 
materials having the same crystal structure 
as calcium titanate’, researchers 

understandably abbreviate it to ‘perovskite 
solar cells’. 

Perovskites have been around for a while, 
but it was only in 2006 that Professor 
Miyasaka’s team at Toin University of 
Yokohama first applied these materials to 
solar cells, with a device efficiency of only  
2.2 per cent at the time. Since that first 
attempt, perovskite PV has come a long way: 
in December 2015, a research team led by 
Prof. Grätzel and Prof. Hagfeldt from the 
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
(EPFL) reported a record of 21 per cent. 

WHY HAS PEROVSKITE PV 
PROGRESSED SO RAPIDLY?
The swift surge of perovskite PV can partly be 
explained by the ease of fabrication of these 
devices, in which the crystalline perovskite 
layer can be formed from solution at a 
temperature as low as 100°C. The materials 
show outstanding opto-electronic properties, 
with a wide bandgap (1.56 eV for the most 
commonly used perovskite, CH3NH3PbI3),  

a high absorption coefficient and an excellent 
charge carrier diffusion. What this means is 
that a 300 nm thin perovskite layer can absorb 
photons from a large section of the light 
spectrum and efficiently carry the generated 
charges across to the collecting layers. 

Last but not least, a number of DSC and 
OPV researchers who saw the potential of 
perovskite PV started working with 
perovskites, bringing in their years of solar 
device experience, which contributed to the 
rapid emergence of the new PV technology.

WHEN MIGHT PEROVSKITE MODULES 
BE HITTING THE MARKET?
It is hard not to get enthused by the 
potential this technology offers. But 
‘potential’ is the key word here, as this  
young technology has yet to reach maturity 
and a number of shortcomings have yet to 
be overcome. 

First of all, there’s the lead conundrum. 
The most commonly used organic-inorganic 

halide perovskites are constituted of lead 
(CH3NH3PbI3), which is toxic. This raises some 
thorny questions. Will researchers  
hit a roadblock when reaching market 
deployment and having to face legislation 
such as the European Restriction on 
Hazardous Substances? Or will perovskite PV 
modules be exempted from stringent 
legislations? In CdTe (cadmium telluride) thin 
films, for instance, the toxicity of cadmium 
seems to have had little consequence on its 
market adoption. 

In perovskite PV, the water solubility of the 
lead-based degradation products represents 
an additional environmental risk. One 
interesting strategy could consist in 
recycling lead from lead-acid battery waste 
to produce perovskite PV. Ideally, lead-free 
perovskites could replace their lead-based 
analogues, but these more sustainable 
devices currently exhibit lower efficiencies. 

Importantly, the complete life cycle analysis 
of PV modules should be considered, since 
other PV technologies also use or generate 
toxic substances in their manufacturing 
processes, and this more complete picture 
used to compare the impact with that of fossil 
fuel generated electricity. 

This leads to another issue that perovskite 
PV currently faces, which is its short device 
lifetime. The most commonly used  
perovskite material (CH3NH3PbI3) reacts with 
water, and ambient humidity is sufficient to 
degrade the device. Many research groups 
have been working on designing new device 
architecture to prolong the lifetime, as well 
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“Using current 
encapsulation 
techniques, perovskite 
PV has only been able 
to demonstrate 
stability over a few 
months so far.”

A: Perovskite efficiencies 
have risen at an 
astonishing rate.

B: Quality control check 
of perovskite functional 
layers. © Tracy Benillouz/
Dyesol.

C: A perovskite module 
being tested to determine 
efficiency. © Tracy 
Benillouz/Dyesol.
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“We’ve completed a number of other large 
commercial solar installations with 
SmartConsult,” explains Mr Badcock. “We had 
the requisite experience for this project, and 
we were brought in very early in the process.”

QCS proceeded with a technical and 
financial analysis of the proposed installation, 
and the results were promising. “The technical 
analysis worked out to be very favourable,” 
says Mr Badcock, “Salmon Earthmoving 
operate a large maintenance base for their 
earthmoving equipment, warehouse and head 
office. They have a number of large roof 
structures facing 160 degrees north, several of 
which were suitable for a solar installation, and 
the company’s energy usage profile was a 
good match for solar.”

And once the RET rebate was deducted 
from the capital cost, the project proved 
financially viable too.

FINDING THE BEST CONFIGURATION
QCS obtained the client’s interval data from 
energy retailer Origin and modelled a 
number of different sizes and configurations 
using the Homer Pro Microgrid Analysis Tool, 
including the potential yield (actual usable 
power that can be generated and used by 
self-consumption). The installer then 
submitted a report to the customer as to the 
best configuration: 
• 70 per cent system yield (zero export 

limited 30 per cent of potential production)
• 53 per cent solar penetration on 

self-consumption
• Annual saving of approximately $21,500.

So far, so simple. But, as Mr Badcock 
explains, that’s when things started to get 
complicated.

“Energex [the Queensland network 
operator] initially approved a smaller zero 
export system than was finally constructed at 
Salmon, due to potential voltage rise and 
harmonics issues. This was because the main 
building at Salmon was constructed some 20 
years ago, with 120 mm cable that was 
undersized for the current consumption.”

To overcome this, and gain approval for a 
larger system from Energex, QCS designed a 
split system across two roofs, with two 27.6 kW 
ABB inverters and two arrays on the main 
building (252 panels), and a third 27.6 kW ABB 
inverter and array on a second building (126 
panels). To extend the daily solar generation, 
half of the panels from the final array were 
installed on tilts to catch the early morning 
sun. QCS also installed an eGauge prior to 
system installation to record the data for the 
test and commissioning report.

SPLIT SYSTEM
While splitting the system across two 
buildings allowed for a larger system, it also 
created some difficulties. “Because the main 
building and the parts warehouse are 150 m 
apart, with the main switchboard in a third 
location, we faced an issue with the zero 
export control panel,” says Mr Badcock. 

“Hard wiring communications was 
impossible due to the conduits, so we designed 
a custom solution in conjunction with Peter 
Britten from Supply Partners. It involved a 433 
Hz radio link for the protection relays, and two 
separate Wi-Fi connections for linear ramping 

control and real-time data collection using the 
eGauge. The eGauge is integrated directly into 
the ABB inverter RS-485 output, allowing for 
the complete system to be monitored (down to 
string level if required) plus measuring the grid 
and net consumption.”

Mr Badcock believes the resulting system is 
the first zero export system in Australia with 
complete radio control – and more 
importantly, it works. QCS was required to 
submit a comprehensive test and 
commissioning report to Energex, and the 
network operator was satisfied that the 
voltage rise and harmonics issues had been 
resolved, and would not upset the network.

“The project is a success, it all works!” says 
Mr Badcock. “The system was commissioned 
on 9 July 2015 and as of 9 December 2015 it 
had generated 85,000 kWh. The power 
savings are much greater than were promised 
to the customer. It is a vintage year for solar 
and the expected solar yield.”

Such is the success of the project that  
Mr Badcock feels QCS’s design could become a 
model for other, similar installations. “The 
solution could be deployed in similar 
configurations with other inverter types that 
need to be integrated and centrally controlled 
and monitored by a standalone zero export 
device and network protection system 
attached to the electricity meter box,” he says. 

“This is especially suitable for school 
campuses with multiple roofs and inverter 
locations, or industrial sites like Salmon with 
standalone and isolated electricity meters.” 

Installing a sub-100 kW system on an 
unshaded warehouse roof might sound  

like a relatively straightforward proposition, 
as commercial solar projects go. But this 
project – a 98.28 kW system installed by 
Queensland Commercial Solar (QCS) for a 
heavy equipment rental company – is a  
good illustration of how a few complicating 
factors can quickly ramp up the complexity 
of medium-sized solar developments. 

After encountering a few hurdles, 
including some 20-year-old wiring and an 
isolated electricity meter, the installation 
ended up with multiple PV arrays, multiple 
inverters on two buildings, a standalone zero 
export device and a detailed monitoring 
system integrated by Wi-Fi and radio. 

As Jimmy Badcock, co-director of QCS, 
says: “Installing commercial solar is very 
different to installing residential solar.” He’s 
not kidding. 

In fact, Mr Badcock believes the system 
design could become a case study for  
other complex zero export sites. “As far as 
we’re aware, this is a one-of-a-kind 
installation,” he says. 

“The zero export control board is remote 
from the two inverter sites, and had to be  
fail safe, as well as provide linear ramping 
control and eGauge reporting facilities.  
This overcomes the challenges of installing 
solar on multiple arrays and inverter banks 
in different locations all controlled in 
harmony together.”

SIMPLE MOTIVES
The final design may be atypical, but, as  
Mr Badcock explains, the inspiration for the 
project was entirely straightforward.

“Salmon Earthmoving is a family-owned 
business,” says Mr Badcock. “They want  
to be seen as clean and green, as well as  
save money, especially given the 
introduction of the new kVA-based demand 
charges in Queensland.” 

With these factors in mind, Salmon 

Earthmoving contacted SmartConsult, a 
professional consultancy specialising in 
commercial solar, to investigate the feasibility 
of putting in a system at their head office in 
Stapylton. SmartConsult in turn got in touch 
with QCS.

In mid-2015, Queensland Commercial Solar was contracted to install a 98 kW rooftop PV system 
for a heavy equipment rental company, and ended up designing a unique zero export system with 
complete radio control.

PROJECT PROFILE:  
SALMON EARTHMOVING

Project name: Salmon 
Earthmoving

Location: Stapylton, QLD (about 
39 km south of Brisbane)

Owner: Salmon Earthmoving 
Services (financed/leased by 
Eclipx Commercial Pty Ltd)

Installer: Queensland Commercial 
Solar

Project manager: SmartConsult 
– Luke Hardy

Capacity: 98.28 kW

Commissioned: July 2015

Key equipment installed: 378 x 
Jinko 260 W panels; 3 x 27.6 ABB 
solar inverters; Supply Partners 
zero export controller; eGauge 
real-time monitoring system.

Energy supply & usage: 
Estimated annual energy 
production: 153+ MWh

Consumption: 100 per cent  
self-consumption

Estimated CO2 offset:  
108 tonnes/year

Annual saving: approx. $21,500

Capital cost: $189,000 less RECs

Number of full-time employees: 
Five (during construction)

To watch a drone video of the installation visit tinyurl.com/QCSsolarprofile
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A: One group of panels was tilted to catch the early 
morning sun.

B: Acres of unshaded rooftop meant the job was 
straightforward, up to a point.

C: The system had to be split across two buildings due to 
potential voltage rise and harmonics issues.

To gain approval for a 
larger system, QCS 
designed a split  
system across two 
roofs, with two arrays 
on the main building, 
and a third array on a 
second building.
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continued throughout 2015. Overall, there 
was a massive 69 per cent drop in the 
number of certificates trading in the market 
compared to 2014.

LARGE-SCALE GENERATION 
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET 
In contrast to the STC market, the LGC market 
has just completed one of its more interesting 
years since the beginning of the scheme. This 
is in large part due to the protracted 
renegotiation of the Renewable Energy Target 
(RET), the twists and turns of which spurred 
activity in the beginning of the year. However, 
even after an agreement was reached with a 
lower target, activity remained strong, as a 
perception of a shortage of certificates in the 
coming years took hold.

This renewed interest in the LGC market 
has been reflected by a record-setting spot 
price and trade volumes more than doubling. 
After spending much of 2014 in the $20–35 
range, the spot price was sitting at $33.35 at 
the beginning of 2015 before surging 
throughout the year. It shot straight past the 
penalty price of $65.00 and reached a high of 
$77.05 in early December. There was some 
softening in the lead-up to Christmas, with 
the spot price closing out the year at $72.80, 
a 118 per cent increase year-on-year.

The Spot LGC Trading Volumes chart 
depicts the monthly trade volumes for 2014 
and 2015 and shows the re-emergence of the 
LGC market while also providing an 
interesting contrast to the STC monthly 
volume chart. All but one month saw a larger 
number of certificates traded in 2015 
compared to 2014, with some months posting 
many times what was seen in the previous 
year. Overall, the volume of LGCs traded more 
than doubled in 2015.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKET
It’s been a wild ride in the Victorian Energy 
Efficiency Certificate (VEEC) scheme towards 
the end of the year, with spot prices falling 
from their perch in the mid $30s in the 
middle of October all the way down to $22  
at one stage before rallying to $29. And all 
that occurred in a single day! Since then, the 
spot market has been holding steady 
between $26 and $29, with the year closing 
at $26.10.

The dramatic crash was a combination of a 
market correction against a surging spot 
price that was moving against the market 
fundamentals and the announcement of 
regulatory changes that will likely result in 
more VEECs being created. 

Despite some pessimism within the 
industry, VEEC submissions continued to be 
healthy and consistent – meaning that a 

1 YEAR DAILY CLOSING SPOT LGC PRICE

ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAILY CLOSING SPOT PRICE

shortage of certificates for 2015 compliance 
was unlikely. Despite this, there were still 
plenty of buyers willing to push the price up in 
order to acquire the certificates. Once this 
buying abated, sellers were left with little 
option but to follow what little buying 
remained back down.

The correction was exacerbated by the 
announcement in late October of proposed 
changes to Victorian regulations, the majority 
of which were to take effect from the 
beginning of 2016. The two biggest changes 
consist of an increase in the greenhouse gas 
abatement coefficient, which will increase the 
number of certificates created from 
abatement measures, and the addition of 
extended operating hours for commercial 
lighting projects. 

And rounding out what has been a very 
good year in the environmental markets, the 
NSW Energy Savings Certificate (ESC) also 
closed out the year in a strong position, 
coinciding with a return to liquidity in the 
market. The spot price was trading at $24.50 
in mid-October, having softened from $28.25 
a few weeks previously. 

That softening continued throughout 
October, with the price hitting a low of $22.50 
before buying interest returned. This led to 
gradual rises in November and the first half of 
December, getting as high as $28.50 before 
softening once more in the lead-up to 
Christmas, and closing the year at $27.25. 
With the spot price beginning the year at 
$14.50, the market saw an impressive  
88 per cent increase year-on-year.
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CLEAN ENERGY MARKET WRAP

Jonathon Watson is an analyst for Environmental Markets at TFS Green Australia. The TFS Green Australia team 
provides project and transactional environmental market brokerage and data services across all domestic and 
international renewable energy, energy efficiency and carbon markets. The information below has been provided by 
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise indicated, to the spot prices in Australian dollars, as of 4 January 2016. 

Jonathon Watson 
Analyst 
TFS Green Australia

DOMESTIC

Creation Spot Price (AU$)

LGC – Large-scale Generation Certificates  161,556,356 72.80

STC – Small-scale Technology Certificates 144,712,734 39.90

VEEC – Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates  28,717,531 26.10

ESC – NSW Energy Savings Certificates  13,608,576 27.25

INTERNATIONAL

Dec 2015 Price (€) Dec 2015 Price ($AU)

EUA – European Emission Allowances  8.29  12.41

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY 
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET 
The STC market was defined by a lack of 
volatility in the second half of 2015, and this 

trend continued as the year drew to a close. 
In the lead-up to the Q3 surrender deadline, 
last-minute buyers, keen to avoid any 
potential delays by going through the STC 
clearing house, pushed the spot price back to 
$40.00. As the deadline passed, the spot 
price immediately fell to $39.90, where it 
remained for the rest of the year, with little 
trade being reported in the last two months.

As has been the case throughout this 
compliance year, the STC clearing house 
moved back into deficit a couple of weeks 
before the Q3 deadline and has remained that 
way ever since, with the deficit sitting at 
about 700k heading into the new year despite 
a slight uptick in the number of submissions. 
It’s anyone’s guess at this point whether the 
clearing house will move back into surplus 
before the final 2015 STC surrender deadline 
on 14 February 2016. 

The effect that the deficit in the clearing 
house had on the STC market is clearly 
illustated by the sharp decline in spot trade 
volumes that commenced in April and 

SPOT STC TRADING VOLUMES

SPOT LGC TRADING VOLUMES
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If the predictions about the growth of the 
storage market are to be believed, 

retrofitting home battery systems will soon 
become a major growth area for solar 
installers. However, adding an energy storage 
system to an existing PV system is no simple 
matter. There’s a huge range of products 
entering the market and an endless array of 
potential combinations and configurations, 
plus it’s a given that every customer’s needs 
and expectations will be different. Here we 
look at some of the main design and 
installation issues to consider when 
approaching a battery retrofit.

DESIGN ISSUES
Knowing what the customer wants
Listening to the customer and asking the 

right questions seems such a basic thing, yet 
it’s something we can all forget, especially 
when we’re keen to expound the latest 

functions and virtues of energy storage. 
Seven years ago, when Selectronic’s SP PRO 
inverter charger was first released, the most 
common reason for on-grid storage was 
power security. Certain customers required 
backup power if the grid went down, whether 
because they were using sensitive equipment 
or they were in a storm-prone region, or 
simply because the grid was unreliable in 
their area.

When designing a system with UPS 
functionality, key design issues include 
allowing for the maximum load support (kW) 
along with the appropriate energy storage 
(kWh) and selecting which loads are to be 
backed up. A smarter backup system can 
also have discretionary loads that are only 
backed up while the battery state of charge 
(SoC) remains above a defined level. For 
longer grid outages, integrated generator 
control can start a generator when the SoC 
drops below a certain level. 

Recently, there has been a growing 
consumer demand for self-consumption of 
renewable energy sources. A desire to utilise 
functions such as time shifting, peak demand, 
arbitrage and energy shifting have become 
the most common drivers for storage. When 
multiple benefits are incorporated in the one 
installation, the economic returns can be 
good. It’s not all about the dollar return; 
however, as people can have emotive reasons, 
be it a desire for independence and control of 
their own power, or even the option to 
disconnect completely from the grid. 

Customer load profiles
With the rollout of smart meters in some 
states, customers are now able to gain greater 
access to their load profile. When looking at 
storage solutions, it’s important to use this and 
not just a published average. Comparing the 

Rod Scott is the Finance and  
Marketing Director at Selectronic, 
Australia’s only manufacturer of  
bi-directional inverter chargers. 

Existing solar PV customers are expected to be the biggest market for the new wave of home 
battery products – but designing and installing a retrofitted storage system comes with a host of 
potential challenges.

RETROFITTING  
BATTERY STORAGE
by Rod Scott, Finance and Marketing Director, Selectronic

Below: Battery storage is tipped to be the next big thing 
in solar. Image courtesy of ecoelectric/Jeff Wehl.
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The year ahead will no doubt have many 
challenges and opportunities for the 

renewable energy industry, but the one 
question on everyone lips is: will 2016 be the 
year that battery storage really takes off in 
the Australian market?

Battery storage has been touted for years 
as the ‘next big thing’, and 2016 could be the 
year it drops the word ‘next’ from that tagline 
and becomes a major player in the household 
renewables game. 

Anyone who has been around the renewable 
energy industry for a while will know about the 
work of the Clean Energy Council (CEC) in 
solar accreditation and standards, dating back 
to 1993 when renewable energy industry 
accreditation was first established by the Solar 
Energy Industry Association. 

Back then, accreditation was the means to 
ensure designers and installers had a 
minimum and safe level of competence and 
training – well before government incentives 

were introduced. Accreditation also ensures 
industry integrity, and provides consumers 
with confidence in the safety and quality of 
renewable energy installations.

With that in mind, the CEC now has a full 
program of work to prepare for the incoming 
battery storage wave.

One of the major initiatives the CEC is 
leading is the work of our Storage Integrity 
Working Group, which is taking a closer  
look at a range of areas related to grid-
connected battery storage systems. These 
include the following:
Product standards – Reviewing existing 
international product standards to develop a 
best practice recommendation for the 
Australian market and conditions. We are also 
investigating setting up an approved product 
list for batteries.
Installation standards – Reviewing the 
existing international and Australian 
installation standards in order to create 

load profile to the typical solar curve is key to 
sizing the system correctly. If the load profile is 
not available, a reasonable estimate can be 
made by finding out what size loads occur, 
when and for how long. Careful consideration 
should also be given to any planned changes 
to loads – including new appliances or perhaps 
the changeover to LEDs.

The right battery for the right 
application
What is the best battery for an on-grid storage 
system? The fact is, each type of battery 
technology has its strengths and weaknesses. 
Key characteristics of a battery include:
• usable capacity (kWh)
• peak and continuous output (kW)
• maximum charge rate (kW)
• return loop efficiency (percentage) 
• specific energy (kWh/kg)
• specific power (kW/kg)
• design life (years)
• number of cycles
• safety 
• operating temperature range.

Bear in mind that not all lithium batteries 
are the same. Not only do the different cell 
chemistries vary in their characteristics, but 
the quality of the cell can vary greatly, as can 
the capacity and quality of the battery 
management system (BMS). The cycle life vs 
design life must also be considered, as the 
wrong battery could run out of cycles long 
before the design life of the battery and vice 
versa. Where an installation requires peak 
lopping, a high peak power and high charge 
rate are crucial, along with a high cycle life. 
Return loop efficiency at these high rates is 
also important.

Reading the specs
The rating and model numbers for the 
inverter charger and batteries can be 
confusing – perhaps deliberately so at times. 
For example, an SP PRO model SPMC482 is 
rated at 7.5 kW continuous, meaning it can 
run at that rate 24/7. Other manufacturers 
may use a 30-minute rating in the model 
number, so you would need to dig into the 
specifications to find out the continuous 
rating. The 30-minute rating of the SPMC482 
is 11.25 kW. 

The other confusion in rating the inverter 
can be in the units chosen – kVA instead of 
kW. You will again need to look through the 
specs to find the kW output, which invariably 
will be less than the kVA.

The other challenge lies with battery 
specifications. The manufacturer’s 
specifications can be hard to obtain or light on 
detail. Make sure you find out what the 
maximum charge and discharge rates are with 
lithium batteries, as these can sometimes be 
quite low. Normal valve-regulated lead-acid 
(VRLA) batteries usually specify the number of 
cycles vs the depth of discharge (DoD). The IEC 
896-2 standard allows for testing VRLA down 
to 40 per cent SoC (usable), meaning their 
DoD figures start at 40 per cent SoC. This can 
seem to overstate the capacity of the batteries, 
as the specified 100 per cent DoD is in fact 
only 60 per cent, and 80 per cent is actually 
48 per cent, and so on. 

Check carefully what equipment is 
included and integrated. If features like the 
contactor, AC meter and generator controller 
are all integrated, not only will you save on 
having to purchase additional parts but the 
installation will also be much simpler and 
more reliable.

When adding additional solar capacity, 
make sure you are not exceeding any imposed 
export limits. If more solar is required than 
what the export limits allow, then extra 
equipment may be required to keep the solar 
to the allowable limit. If the inverter charger 
can set the export limit, this may or may not 
be acceptable to the utility depending on 
whether they require the limit to be defined in 
the inverter model.

INSTALLATION ISSUES
DC wiring
When retrofitting batteries, DC power adds a 
whole new set of challenges. It’s really 
important that you check the installation of 
DC terminations, battery links and fuses. Be 
sure to use the correct cable sizes and 
battery fuses. Undersized cabling can result in 
unacceptable power losses and voltage drop, 
premature failure and thermal issues. Using 
pre-charge cabling between the battery bank 
and the inverter allows these losses to be 
measured. Any issues with the DC side will be 
reported by a good-quality inverter charger. 

Even new battery cells can fail, so you need 
to measure across all cabling and under 
different load/charging conditions. 

There was an example of a call to our 
support department where the installer 
couldn’t track the cause of a DC fault. Finally 
they found that one of the DC cables had 
been nicked by a tradesperson drilling into 
the wall. 

Battery monitoring
Lithium batteries usually come with their own 
BMS, which usually allows for cell-level 
monitoring. Lead-acid batteries can be 
monitored using both pre-charge cabling  
and temperature sensor. This will allow for 
mid-point monitoring – indicating whether the 
battery bank voltage is different between the 
two halves and equalisation is required. 
Temperature compensation also allows the 
charge voltage to be adjusted based on the 
battery manufacturer’s requirements. Make 
sure the temperature sensor is located 
around the middle of the bank and mid-cell to 
give a representative reading.

AC-coupled solar
AC coupling, where the grid-tie inverter is 
connected to the load side of the inverter 
charger, is now common. DC coupling is still 
used, but less frequently. One mistake that 
can be made with AC-coupled solar is to 
install it on the AC source side. This means 
that when the grid fails, the solar generation 
also stops. This may be a legitimate design in 
some circumstances. 

Commissioning checks
Any commissioning checklists should be 
followed completely to avoid the end user 
having to ‘test’ the system after you have left. 
Running the loads up and down, pulling the 
power to ensure a smooth transition to island 

mode and checking any voltage variations on 
the load and source is essential. You don’t 
want to wait for the first blackout to reveal any 
issues. Avoiding a return visit not only saves 
money but also produces a satisfied customer.

Future
If the needs of the customer change down the 
track, then being able to change parameters 
of the system to accommodate future 
requirements is important. Future 
developments of the product should also be 
upgradeable through firmware updates. If the 
customer has different load/generation 
requirements at different times of year, these 
should be programmed to automatically 
change during those periods. Peace of mind 
for both the customer and the installer means 
not only having the right products but also 
the right company to support them. 

Keep in mind that the liability for any 
warranties starts with the installer. Risk 
management 101 would emphasise the 
importance for due diligence on any supplier. 

Images courtesy of Enphase, Ecoelectric and 
iEnergytech, © LUCARELLI TEMISTOCLE / Shutterstock.

Battery storage is coming, so now’s the time to get some standards and regulations in place, says 
Clean Energy Council Accreditation Manager Sandy Atkins.
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appropriate battery install guidelines that 
will be mandatory for accreditation installers 
to follow.
Trade accreditation – Following a year of 
hard work in 2015, we introduced a ‘battery 
storage endorsement’ for accredited 
installers, and a number of training 
organisations are offering applicable courses.
Installation tracking – Investigating tracking 
via an online portal and registration of 
battery systems to ensure safety and quality.
Recycling and product stewardship – The 
CEC has been working with the Australian 
Battery Recycling Initiative (ABRI) for more 
than a year to identify recycling options and 
develop an end-of-life guide for both 
manufacturers and consumers (for more on 
ABRI’s work, see page 42).
Transport – Leading the development of a 
best practice guide for battery transportation 
with input from WorkCover agencies, in order 
to ensure safety across the entire supply chain.

Working in collaboration with CEC 
members and major industry stakeholders 
including the Clean Energy Regulator, CSIRO 
and ABRI, the group is leading the work 
required to pave the way for batteries to 
safely – and smartly – change the way 
Australians use energy.

For more details on the work we’re doing, 
visit www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/storage 
to download our Australian Energy Storage 
Roadmap or access a comprehensive report 
on battery storage safety. Or contact us at 
storage@cleanenergycouncil.org.au to find 
out how you can get involved.

CHANGES TO AS/NZS 4777 –  
PART TWO
Another change that’s happening this year is 
to the Australian Standard that covers 
inverters. The updated AS/NZS 4777.2:2015 

was published last year by Standards 
Australia, and by 9 October 2016 all 
equipment must be fully compliant.

Installers should note that part two covers 
the inverter product itself, while part one of 
the Standard, which covers installation 
requirements, is still being revised.

The revisions to the Standard will enable 
more flexibility for solar customers, and 
include requirements and tests for low-voltage 
inverters, multiple phase systems, demand 
response and power quality response modes, 
electricity safety and more.

All inverter suppliers must relist their 
products with the CEC well before the  
9 October deadline to remain on the 
Approved Products list. Make sure any 
inverter stock you are carrying is relisted 
before 9 October to avoid getting stuck with 
equipment you can’t install.

The CEC will remind members and installers 
about the changes and provide further 
information throughout this year as the 
deadline draws closer. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE / VENUE EVENT WEBSITE

23-25 FEBRUARY 2016
Powerhouse Museum Sydney

Electricity Storage Future Forum 2016
questevents.com.au/electricity-
storage-future-forum-2016

MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

17 MARCH 2016 
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, Melbourne

Wind Industry Forum 2016 cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

4–5 MAY 2016  
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, Melbourne

Solar Conference & Exhibition 2016 solar.org.au
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

8–9 JUNE 2016  
Australian Technology Park, Sydney

Australian Energy Storage Conference & 
Exhibition

australianenergystorage.com.au
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

27–28 JULY 2016 
Hilton, Sydney

The Australian Clean Energy Summit cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH

4–5 OCTOBER 2016  
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, Melbourne

All-Energy and ATRAA all-energy.com.au
MEDIA PARTNER

DISTRIBUTION

BOOTH
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IN BRIEF

Fronius introduces project 
inverter 
In response to a customer 
preference for its multiple Symo 
inverters over Agilo central 
inverters, Fronius has introduced 
the Eco 25/27 kW project inverters. 

GO Energy acquires part of 
Redback 
GO Energy will acquire 20 per cent 
of emerging energy storage 
business Redback Technologies, the 
latter of which has entered into an 
exclusive distribution agreement 
with L&H Group. Under the 
agreement, L&H Group will 
exclusively distribute Redback’s 
Smart Hybrid Inverter energy 
storage products in Australia and 
New Zealand. 

Krannich expands Australian 
footprint 
PV wholesaler Krannich Solar has 
opened its second Australian 
branch in Brisbane, capitalising on a 
rapidly growing market in south 
Queensland. Krannich’s first office 
is in Melbourne. 

WA Solar farm commissioned 
The 200 kW West Kimberley Solar 
Farm was commissioned in late 
November and has been running 
smoothly since. Horizon Power 
contracted MPower to design and 
install the panels. The Aboriginal 
community of Yungngora in the 
West Kimberley is now powered 
partly by solar.

Free battery storage e-guide
Available for free download, the 
Australian Energy Storage E-Guide 
is a resource for solar system 
designers, installers and retailers 
who want an overview of the 
energy storage market, industry-
specific training, and much more. 
Visit www.ecogeneration.com.au/
shop for more information. 

Images courtesy of Enphase, Ecoelectric and 
iEnergytech, © bikeriderlondon / Shutterstock.

“Make sure any  
inverter stock you  
are carrying is relisted 
before 9 October to 
avoid getting stuck 
with equipment you 
can’t install.”
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When Simon Duff set up Towards 
Tomorrow Energy (TTE) in 2001 – long 

before any talk of a solar boom – he had a 
vision and an ideal. From his base in West 
Gosford, on NSW’s Central Coast, he wanted 
to promote self-sufficiency and sustainable 
living in the community, educating people 
about renewable energy and helping them 
become less dependent on fossil fuels. To this 
end, Simon, along with his father Peter, 
started specialising in stand-alone power 
systems based on solar PV and lead-acid 
battery storage.

A decade and a half later, the technology 
may have changed but TTE’s core philosophy 
has not. Simon and Peter remain dedicated to 
the principles of sustainable self-sufficiency, 
and still specialise in off-grid and hybrid solar 
systems. By now they’re experts many times 
over, and in 2015 TTE picked up a Clean 
Energy Council (CEC) Solar Award for the best 
grid-connect system with battery backup. 
Here we meet Simon Duff and find out more 
about his business.

HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE SOLAR 
TRADE?
I come from a family of electricians, but I 
opted to step away from the industry at first 
and took up a career in industrial design. I ran 
a product design consultancy focused on the 
design and development of environmentally 
sustainable products for several years. In 
early 2000 I was asked to develop a range of 
portable energy products, including a small 
battery storage system and LED lighting 
fixtures. One thing led to another and, after 
designing and building our own off-grid home, 
I managed to pull my old man out of 
retirement and we started working together 
installing stand-alone power systems.

WHAT’S THE SECRET OF TTE’S 
SUCCESS? 
Not sure whether there are any secrets, but 
definitely a lot of hard work and a real passion 
for what we do. The majority of our work 
comes from customer referrals, so we pride 

ourselves on having happy customers. We 
have also had the privilege of working with a 
lot of great renewable energy specialists in 
the industry such as Tranter Engineering.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE 
COMPANY’S ETHOS?
Assisting our community to make the move to 
renewable energy and reduce our demand on 
fossil fuels. The promotion and implementation 
of renewable energy systems is what we are 
passionate about.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR RECENT 
SOLAR AWARD.
The installation we entered into the CEC 
awards was a battery backup system or  
grid-coupled energy storage system that was 
installed in an aged care facility in the 
Riverina. From what I have been told it was 
one of the first SMA hybrid systems installed 
in Australia and was definitely the first 
battery backup system installed in an aged 
care facility in Australia. 

WHAT ARE SOME KEY PROJECTS 
YOU’VE DELIVERED?
We have installed several commercial battery 
backup systems this year, all with three-phase 
battery backup and typically 50 kW of PV. They 
were mostly located in regional areas of NSW. 

WHAT IS A TYPICAL INSTALLATION 
FOR TTE? 
Probably a 7.5 kW residential off-grid system, 
typically DC coupled with a VRLA (valve-
regulated lead-acid) battery bank.

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU PREFER 
WORKING WITH?
We have used a range of brands over the 
years, starting out with the 140 W BP poly 
modules on our first installations with 
Outback Power gear and Exide FLA cells. 
Recently we’ve been installing ET SOLAR 
modules, Radiant racking, and SMA, 
Selectronic and Outback Power inverters and 
charge controllers. The majority of our 

installations still utilise VRLA cells, which are 
predominately from German manufacturers 
such as Sonnenschein, Hoppecke or BAE.

WHAT SYSTEM DO YOU HAVE AT 
HOME?
We have an 8 kW SMA grid-connect system 
and a 5 kW stand-alone system that powers 
the house and gets used for testing new gear. 
We also have a 12 kW SMA grid-connect 
system at our factory.

WHAT’S THE HARDEST THING 
ABOUT BEING AN INSTALLER IN 
YOUR AREA?
It would definitely be having our system 
designs compared with low quality, under-
specified off-grid solar kits being sold by 
newcomers to the industry. We are already 
starting to receive calls from people asking 
whether we can repair battery systems that 
have only been installed for a few months. 
Working with anti-solar electrical engineers 
would also be up there.

ANY WORDS OF WISDOM FOR 
NEWCOMERS TO THE BUSINESS? 
Enjoy the rollercoaster ride and always have a 
good understanding of your customer’s load 
profile before specifying battery storage. 

This issue we chat with Simon Duff of Towards Tomorrow Energy about his award-winning 
business, his green principles and the toughest things about being a solar installer.

SOLAR INSTALLER PROFILE



As a leader in powerful, sustainable, multi-
purpose energy storage products we take 
UltraBattery® systems to the world. But we 
invent, design and engineer them right here 
in Australia.

UltraBattery® is quite extraordinary. Our team 
can tell you all about its power, efficiency, 
sustainable manufacture and longevity under 
constant hard cycling.

With Ecoult you deal directly with the team 
that models and invents the solutions, writes 
the code, designs the hardware and makes 
energy storage work beautifully.

We’ve invented the techniques to make 
UltraBattery® a world leader in diesel efficiency, 
renewable integration and high power energy 
storage applications.

Including yours. 

www.ecoult.com

Local knowledge.
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Trinasmart combines our award-winning high performance 
panels with new power conditioning technology that 
continuously maximises the DC power output from 
each panel.

In addition, Trinasmart provides panel-level diagnostics, 
giving system owners unprecedented visibility into panel 
performance. You can easily monitor your system remotely 
from your smartphone or tablet at any time.

“smart” junction box solution. This greatly reduces the 
complexity and labour costs associated with adding 
standalone optimisers or microinverters onto a solar 

Everything included

Optimized by

www.trinasolar.com.au

WE CALL THIS SMART THINKING.
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Flexibility
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Safety

Control

Easy
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